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Vorwort
Unser Ziel war es schon immer, ein langfristiges und gesundes Wachstum anzustreben.
Umso mehr freuen wir uns, dass wir im Inland und im Ausland eine positive und
stabile Entwicklung verzeichnen können. Wir führen dies auf die erstklassige Qualität
unserer Uhren zurück und auf die Tatsache, dass wir auf Kontinuität setzen, sowohl
in der Wertarbeit, Formgebung und Funktionalität, als auch in der technischen und
technologischen Weiterentwicklung.
Ein besonderes Anliegen ist es für uns, dass Frankfurt am Main noch intensiver als
Uhrenstadt wahrgenommen wird. Aus diesem Grund ist es für uns konsequent, eine
neue Niederlassung am traditionsreichen Frankfurter Römerberg zu eröffnen. Wir
unterstreichen damit erneut die Verbundenheit zu unserer Heimatstadt und zeigen noch
mehr Präsenz für unsere Kunden.
Auch auf einem anderen Feld bleiben wir uns treu. Aus Überzeugung lassen wir
die professionelle Einsatzfähigkeit unserer Fliegeruhren und Taucheruhren gemäß
bestehenden Normen und Richtlinien überprüfen. Dazu arbeiten wir eng mit
renommierten, neutralen Prüfinstituten zusammen. Auf unsere Anregung hin entwickelt
nun das Deutsche Institut für Normung erstmals eine Norm für Fliegeruhren. Grundlage
für diese neue DIN-Vorlage 8330 bildet der von uns initiierte „Technische Standard Fliegeruhren“ (TESTAF). Für uns ist das
Ansporn genug, weiter Kurs zu halten. Denn wir wissen: Die meisten Entwicklungen liegen noch vor uns.
Ich wünsche Ihnen viel Freude bei der Lektüre dieses Katalogbuches.

Foreword
Our goal has always been to achieve long-term, healthy growth. We are therefore all the more delighted to be able
to report positive, stable development both at home and abroad. This can be attributed to the outstanding quality
of our watches and our commitment to continuity – in high-quality workmanship, design and functionality, as well
as in technical and technological developments.
One of our main focuses is in increasing the perception of Frankfurt as a watchmaking hub. It is therefore only fitting
that we open a new branch in such a traditional square as the Römerberg. In doing so, we are reaffirming our close
affiliation with our home town and demonstrate even greater presence for our customers.
We are also remaining true to ourselves in another respect: believing in the suitability of our pilot and diving
watches for professional use, we have them tested for compliance with existing standards and guidelines. To this
end, we work closely with renowned and independent testing institutes. At our request, the German Institute for
Standardisation is now developing the first standard for pilot watches. This new draft (DIN 8330) is based on the
technical standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF) initiated by us. What better
incentive, therefore, for us to stay on track! After all, we know that most of our best developments are yet to come.
I hope you enjoy reading our catalogue.

Lothar Schmidt, qualified engineer
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Sinn Spezialuhren zu Frankfurt am Main
1961 to this day

1961

1985

Founding of company
The blind-flight instructor and World War II pilot Helmut
Sinn founds the “Helmut Sinn Spezialuhren” company
in Frankfurt am Main. The company’s core business
is the manufacture of navigation clocks and pilot
chronographs.

The 140 S in outer space
German physicist and astronaut Professor Reinhard
Furrer wears the 140 S on his wrist during the D-1
Spacelab mission, proving that the self-winding
mechanism of a mechanical SINN wristwatch works
even in weightless conditions.

Sinn Spezialuhren moves to new headquarters
The company relocates from Rödelheimer Parkweg 6
to its current premises at Im Füldchen 5–7.

1992

1993
4

The 142 S in outer space
 stronaut Klaus-Dietrich Flade wears a 142 S on the
A
Mir-92 mission.

On board the Columbia
 ur 142 space chronograph is once again used on a
O
space mission. The space chronograph accompanies
the crew during their 10 days in space on the second
German Spacelab mission, the D-2. The watch travels
a distance of 6.7 million km and orbits the earth
160 times on board the US space shuttle Columbia.

1994

S tart of a new era
Certified engineer Lothar Schmidt acquires the
company on 1 September. This take-over represents
a re-founding of the company, giving it a complete
technological and strategic overhaul to make it fit for
the future. The company’s name is also changed to
Sinn Spezialuhren GmbH.
SINN’s first new model is the 244 made of titanium
and featuring Magnetic Field Protection and a freely
oscillating suspended movement. This Magnetic Field
Protection minimises magnetic interference and
far exceeds the DIN specification for anti-magnetic
watches.

1995

Ar
u

T he first gold watch made by SINN
Despite its unusually high proportion of gold (917/1000),
the 22-carat special alloy matches the material
hardness of stainless steel (220 HV).

Development of Ar-Dehumidifying Technology
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology is used for the first time
in our 203 Ti Ar diving watch. The new technology
prevents the crystal from fogging up, even when
faced with sudden temperature changes. This
effectively retards the ageing process of the
components in the watch, thereby extending its
functional life.

1996

Development of HYDRO Technology
HYDRO Technology is deployed for the first time in our
403 HYDRO diving watch. This technology guarantees
complete freedom from fogging, pressure resistance
at all possible diving depths and optimal underwater
readability from all angles.
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1997

EZM 1

EZM 2

1998

Sinn presents the EZM 1 and EZM 2 mission timers  
Known as a maker of special timepieces, SINN once
again proves its competence by developing two
extraordinary mission timers: the EZM 1 and EZM 2.
These are designed for use by special police forces
and the GSG 9 unit (Border Protection Group 9 of
the Federal Police), where precise timing can mean
the difference between life and death. The mission
timers have been reduced to the absolute essentials:
optimum readability and perfect time measurement.
In the following years, further mission timers are
developed to meet individual professional user profiles.

−45°C up to +80°C
Sinn Spezialuhren perfects Ar-Dehumidifying
Technology by combining it with SINN Special
Oil 66-228 to create Temperature Resistance
Technology which helps ensure that watches remain
functional at temperatures of between −45°C and
+80°C. The 303 KRISTALL chronograph, equipped
with the new technology, is put through its paces
during the Yukon Quest, the world’s most demanding
dogsled race – and passes the test with ease.

“Goldene Unruh” award for the 103 Ti Ar
The 103 Ti Ar is honoured with the “Goldene Unruh”
award, which is presented for the first time.

1999
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S UG (Sächsische Uhrentechnologie GmbH Glashütte)
founded in Glashütte
The company manufactures technologically
sophisticated watch cases for Sinn Spezialuhren.

1999

2001

2003

2004

Presentation of the Frankfurt Financial District Watch
The introduction of the Frankfurt Financial District
Watch represents a true milestone in the company’s
history. It is the first in a whole series of models. The
words “Frankfurt am Main” appear on the face of a
SINN watch for the first time.

Development of DIAPAL Technology
 IAPAL Technology is used for the first time in the
D
18-carat-white-gold Frankfurt Financial District
Watch (6000 Jubilee). This makes use of special
combinations of materials that interact without
lubrication and without causing friction, ensuring the
long-term accuracy of the movement.

Development of TEGIMENT Technology
TEGIMENT Technology is used for the first time in the
756 model. The stainless-steel watch case, hardened
using this pioneering technology, is effectively
protected against scratches.

Split-second Chronograph 958
Participants in the “toughest adventure in the world”,
the “Fulda Challenge”, wear the newly developed
958 model, a limited-edition split-second chronograph.

The 958 at the 24-hour race on the “Green Hell” circuit
Hans-Joachim Stuck wins the 24-hour race at the
Nürburgring racetrack wearing a 958 on his wrist.
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2005

 atch cases made of German Submarine Steel
W
For the first time, SINN uses German Submarine Steel
as the case material for a diving watch.
Germanischer Lloyd* certifies SINN diving watches
Sinn Spezialuhren is the first company in the watch
industry to have its diving watches pressure-tested
to EN250 and EN14143 (European diving equipment
standards) and certified by Germanischer Lloyd* in
Hamburg
*Now DNV GL

2006

“Goldene Unruh” award for the white-gold
Frankfurt Financial District Watch
The white-gold Frankfurt Financial District Watch takes
first place in polling for the “Goldene Unruh” award.
Our 956 Classic takes second place.

SINN watches withstand crash test
The 756 and 900 models pass a particularly
demanding test of their robustness at the DEKRA
Technology Center at the Lausitz Eurospeedway in
Klettwitz, Germany. Normally the centre performs
rigorous material tests for the international
automotive industry.

Development of the SZ04 hand-wound movement
For the 6100 REGULATEUR series, SINN develops
the SZ04, based on the Unitas 6498 pocket watch
calibre. This is a movement with regulateur display
and second stop function. The exclusivity of these
watches is also underlined by the use of superior
movement parts such as the Glucydur screw balance
and the Triovis precision adjustment system.
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2008

2009

“Goldene Unruh” award for the
REGULATEUR 6100 Rose Gold
Our REGULATEUR 6100 Rose Gold takes first place in
polling for the “Goldene Unruh” award.

T he U2 in the land of eternal ice
Polar explorer Arved Fuchs relies on the robustness of
our U2 diving watch on his Arctic expeditions.

Support for the arts
Together with a number of renowned partners we
are supporting educational and cultural institutions
in the form of universities, schools, music schools and
public art projects. MILAN is the first cultural project to
receive support.

2010

Sinn watches tested by Fraunhofer Institute Darmstadt
On the full vehicle test rig at the Fraunhofer Institute
for Operational Stability and System Reliability (LBF)
in Darmstadt, the 757 DIAPAL, 900 PILOT, U1000,
6000 Frankfurt Financial District Watch and the 917
withstand extreme impact and vibration during testing
on a simulated rough-road track.
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2010

2011

Most successful brand in polling for the
“Goldene Unruh”
Sinn Spezialuhren takes first place for its 900 PILOT,
first place for the 6100 Rose Gold and second place
for the platinum Frankfurt Financial District Watch in
polling for the Goldene Unruh awards, making SINN
the most successful brand.

Anniversary chronograph for company’s 50th birthday
A limited edition of just 500 special anniversary
chronographs is presented in March 2011 to commemorate
50 years of SINN. SINN develops its own SZ05 movement for
this watch. The anniversary chronograph sells out within
three weeks.

The central stop minute hand – the SZ01 and the EZM 10
Development started in 2003. It was based on the clearly
readable and well-known Lemania 5100. The SZ01
chronograph movement is designed so that any watch
using it can also feature a centre-mounted, jump 60-minute
stopwatch. This allows stop times to be taken even more
simply, quickly and accurately. The EZM 10 is the result of
many years of development work on the SZ01.

2012

10

TESTAF presentation
Aachen University of Applied Sciences and Sinn
Spezialuhren present the first technical standard for pilot
watches (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF) on
19 July 2012 at the headquarters of the leading helicopter
and aircraft component manufacturer Airbus Helicopters
(formerly Eurocopter) in Donauwörth. The development of
this technical standard breaks new ground, as there was
previously no suitable standard for pilot watches. TESTAF,
the result of a research project at the initiative of Sinn
Spezialuhren, ensures that a pilot watch meets all time
measurement requirements during flight operations in
accordance with visual and instrument flight regulations.

2012

2013

2014

2015

 orld premiere: the first TESTAF-certified watches
W
Sinn Spezialuhren presents the world’s first watches to
be certified according to TESTAF standards. In the first
series of trials, three SINN models meet the requirements.
Various adjustments need to be made for these three
watches to meet all the testing criteria. Subsequently, the
EZM 10 TESTAF, 103 Ti UTC TESTAF and 103 Ti TESTAF passed
all tests successfully. In addition to the certificate, this is
proven by the TESTAF quality seal on the dial.

TESTAF: the basis for a new standard in pilot watches
At the request of Sinn Spezialuhren, the German Institute
for Standardisation is developing the first standard for pilot
watches in line with German Industry Standard DIN 8306
for diving watches. This new draft DIN 8330 is based on the
technical standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard
Fliegeruhren – TESTAF), which will continue to be valid for
testing and certifying pilot watches.

15 years of Frankfurt Financial District Watches
Launched in 1999, the Frankfurt Financial District
Watch is celebrating its 15th anniversary. As a result,
Sinn Spezialuhren is presenting Frankfurt Financial
District Watch models 6052 and 6099. For the Frankfurt
Financial District Watch 6052, we have developed the
SZ03, which enables calendar week display.

Opening of the SINN Römerberg branch
Since 2015, Sinn Spezialuhren has been operating from its
new sales and workshop rooms in the impressive town hall
square (Römerberg) in Frankfurt’s old town. With its branch in
the historic Haus zum Goldenen Rad (house of the golden
wheel), the company is reaffirming its close affiliation with
Frankfurt and offering an attractive inner-city alternative to
its headquarters in Rödelheim, which continues to produce
and sell SINN watches.
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Robust and suitable for everyday use
Sinn Technologies – Overview
Throughout our company’s history, but especially since Lothar Schmidt restructured Sinn Spezialuhren back in
1994, we have developed a wide range of technical innovations. These have been based above all on the
demands placed on our watches by our customers as they go about their daily lives. Despite being so different in
nature, all of these developments have the same goal – that of helping to make our watches even more robust
and reliable, even more hard-wearing in daily use. The following pages provide in-depth information on our
technologies, as well as TESTAF, which is defining the first standard for pilot watches, and DNV GL, which certifies
our diving watches.
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Ar -Dehumidifying Technology
u
Ar -Trockenhaltetechnik
u
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology solves a basic problem of mechanical watches: the ageing of oils due to
moisture in the air contained inside, or diffusing into, the watch. The movement is mounted in a nearly
anhydrous atmosphere thanks to the three Ar-Dehumidifying Technology elements: drying capsule,
EDR seals and protective gas filling. Ageing processes and fogging of the crystal from sudden cold are
prevented, and reliable functioning and accuracy are ensured.
Why does a water-resistant watch need
dehumidifying technology anyway?
The beauty and fascination of owning a SINN
watch are enhanced by the knowledge of the
fine mechanical precision of this object of daily
use. Nonetheless, no matter how accurately the
individual components are made, friction and
wear must be minimised so that they function
durably. Thus high-quality synthetic oils are used
to ensure optimal lubrication of the movement
bearings. This remains an unavoidable process
in all mechanical watches. Humidity, however,
accelerates the ageing of the oils. How does
moisture get into the watch? Water is always
present in the atmosphere in gaseous form,
which is why it can penetrate the seal systems of
a watch case. Temperature changes then cause
micro-condensation, permitting water to collect
in liquid form on exposed parts of the movement.
The consequence: the efficiency of the lubrication
deteriorates. Electrochemical corrosion, wear

Inspection glass of the drying capsule of the U2 series at 6 o’clock.
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and friction increase, reducing the amplitude
of the balance. The watch runs with decreasing
accuracy and must finally be reconditioned. Our
engineers looked for solutions to this problem
and found them in the form of Ar-Dehumidifying
Technology.
Mounted in a nearly anhydrous environment
These painstaking and technically elaborate
measures are intended to keep the movement in a
protective environment which is almost completely
dry (anhydrous). A positive consequence of this is
that it slows the ageing process of the oil, thereby
extending the functional life of the movement.
Also, fogging of the crystal due to sudden
temperature shocks (such as immersion in cold
water) can be prevented, ensuring that the watch
remains clearly legible at all times.
Three-year warranty
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology is a truly pioneering
achievement for mechanical wristwatches by our
engineers – and a decisive advancement for all
aficionados of mechanical watches. A three-year
warranty is offered on all watches featuring
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology.

Indication colours of the drying capsule

Pale blue
Up to 25% saturation

Light blue
Up to 50% saturation

Initial condition

Medium blue
Up to 75% saturation

Dark blue
Up to 100% saturation

Drying capsule saturated

The colour scale for the Ar-Dehumidifying Technology: the capsule continues to absorb moisture until the darkest colouration is reached.

Three technical elements
The Ar-Dehumidifying Technology works with three
technical elements: drying capsule, EDR seals and
protective gas filling. The drying capsules consist
of five components which are pieced together in
our Frankfurt workshop and then individually tested
one by one.
1. The primary element: the drying capsule
The drying capsule is the most important part of the
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology. The capsule is filled
with copper sulphate; this absorbs moisture from
the air inside the case and binds it permanently.
Copper sulphate turns increasingly blue as its water
content rises; the shade serves as an indicator
of the drying capsule’s level of saturation (see
diagram). The capsule features a small viewing
window of sapphire crystal glass for this purpose.
2. EDR seals
To minimise the exchange of gas between
atmospheric air and that inside the case, and
thus the penetration of atmospheric moisture, we
only use Extreme Diffusion-Reducing (EDR) seals in
watches featuring Ar-Dehumidifying Technology.
These seals reduce the infiltration of moisture in
the case to as little as 25% of the value permitted
by conventional case seals made of nitrile rubber
(NBR).

3. Superior protective gas filling
The Ar-Dehumidifying Technology is completed
by a superior protective gas filling. This creates an
ideal climate for the Ar-Dehumidifying Technology
to function in. Only moisture diffusing from the air
now has to be bound in the drying capsule. This
avoids the humidity which is otherwise locked in
during conventional assembly.

The titanium drying capsule. As with crowns and push-pieces,
we use EDR seals here, too.

All seals are made of sealing materials that are extremely diffusion
reducing (EDR).
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DIAPAL
Lubrication-free anchor escapement
The objective of the Ar-Dehumidifying Technology is to prevent the oil from ageing. The idea behind
the DIAPAL Technology goes one step further. In this case, we select special pairs of materials that
work together without lubrication (!) and without causing friction, ensuring long-term accuracy of the
movement and particularly of the Swiss anchor escapement.
In the beginning was the diamond: today we
celebrate the triumphs of nanotechnology  
SINN began its research on the DIAPAL Technology
in 1995 with the idea of using diamond pallets to
replace ruby ones. For conventional escapements,
oil is required only to reduce friction between the
ruby (pallet stone) and the steel (escape wheel). In
the Swiss anchor escapement, a polished diamond
surface proved to be a better friction partner
than the ruby traditionally used for this purpose.
Lubrication is no longer required for lasting accuracy
and function. However, this combination still failed
to produce acceptable oscillation amplitudes
without lubrication. Thus, in 1995 SINN began testing
numerous other material combinations for use in
watch technology, and applied for the first patents
in 2000. SINN has retained the name DIAPAL for
all developments that follow on from the original
diamond pallets, i.e. for all material combinations
that prove suitable for helping a train wheel –
especially with Swiss anchor escapement – to
function smoothly over time without lubrication.
Ultimately, the first nanotechnology solution to
reach series production was the 756 DIAPAL.

Amplitude

For improved lubrication quality
To counteract the ageing processes of the oil in
the watch, the movement is maintained in a dry
environment filled with protective gas using our
Ar-Dehumidifying Technology. The technicians,
engineers and physicists at SINN are currently
focusing on an even more efficient solution to this
problem. Their idea: if oil isn’t used, there won’t be any
difficulties with ageing oil. The approach based on
this idea focuses on the Swiss anchor escapement.
The reason for this is the special role this part of the
movement plays with regard to the ageing of the
oil. Empirically, the anchor escapement is the most
sensitive component of the movement with regard to
accuracy, i.e. the quality of the lubrication at this point
has the largest impact on the accuracy of the entire
movement.

A comparison of the Swiss
escapements: unoiled, it
functions for a maximum of three
months. Standard lubrication
leads to a significant decrease
in amplitude after three to
five years. During this period,
the escapement with DIAPAL
Technology continues to function
perfectly.

Escapement without oil
Oiled escapement
Escapement with DIAPAL
1
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HYDRO
Reflection-free readability underwater
Absolutely free from fogging, pressure-resistant at any accessible diving depth and perfect readability
from any angle underwater – these are the unbeatable advantages of our diving watches equipped
with HYDRO Technology.
The principle
In a HYDRO watch case, the movement, dial and hands are held in a crystal-clear bath of fluid with the same
refractive index as that of the sapphire crystal glass. This means that the light reflected by the dial and hands is
not refracted as it enters the sapphire crystal glass. The fluid is also incompressible. It replaces the air inside the
case which inevitably contains moisture. This yields a whole range of advantages.
Advantage: completely free from fogging
The absence of any air inside the case keeps our
HYDRO watches completely free from fogging. Fogging
only occurs in air which contains moisture; this can
condense if the temperate falls below the “dew point”.
Where there is no air humidity – there can be no
condensation!
Advantage: pressure-resistant at all possible diving
depths
Fluids are virtually incompressible. The membrane
back allows the internal pressure of the watch to adjust
constantly to the external pressure. Thus the HYDRO
watch is pressure-resistant at any accessible diving
depth. The pressure load which otherwise builds
between the internal assembly pressure of a watch
(1 bar) and the external water pressure (which increases
by 1 bar per 10 m depth of water) does not arise in a
HYDRO watch.

Advantage: reflection-free underwater
The crystal of a conventional diver’s watch will
unavoidably reflect light underwater - but not a
HYDRO watch. A HYDRO watch can be read from
oblique angles underwater, just as it can when out of
water. The reason for the characteristic mirroring effect
is the total reflection on the bottom of the crystal. If the
optical medium of “sapphire crystal” is succeeded by
the medium of “air” (looking towards the dial), the light
will only be reflected and no longer refracted from a
certain angle. This prevents the light from penetrating
the interface between the sapphire crystal and the airfilled space containing the hands. From this angle, the
effect is similar to that of looking at a mirror. The hands
are no longer visible. Replacing the air in the cavity
containing the hands with a fluid which shares the
same optical characteristics as the sapphire crystal
glass neutralises this effect, making the watch face
fully readable even at highly oblique angles.

Picture left:
The latest generation of our HYDRO watches, UX series (EZM 2B),
compared to other brands of diving watches. Thanks to HYDRO
Technology, the only brand to offer reflection-free readability
underwater.

Because they require oil, HYDRO watches must be quartz watches, as the oscillation of the balance in
a mechanical watch would be unable to overcome the friction resistance of a liquid. Our HYDRO watches
are all fitted with a highly precise temperature-stabilised quartz movement and powerful, long-lasting
lithium batteries.
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Magnetic Field Protection
Magnetfeldschutz
Magnetic fields such as those of electric motors, loudspeakers or door closers cause the Nivarox
balance spring to become magnetised and adversely affect the accuracy of the watch. We solve this
problem by using a protective sheath consisting of a closed, magnetically soft inner case that includes
the dial, the movement holding ring and the case back. This Magnetic Field Protection minimises
magnetic interference.
Interference of the accuracy of the watch due to
magnetic fields
As early as the 1930s, watches used for special
purposes were protected against magnetic fields.
The electric motors of locomotives considerably
interfered with the accuracy of mechanical
watches. An iron shield was therefore used to
protect special “railway models” from magnetic
field interference. Later, Magnetic Field Protection
was integrated in pilot watches due to the
magnetic deflectors used in the radar screens
found in airplane cockpits and ground stations.
However, the restriction of Magnetic Field
Protection to professionally used chronometers is
proving absolute in today’s world.
While the earth’s magnetic field is far too weak to
pose any risk, magnetic fields from electric motors,
loudspeakers, door closers or other such sources
can cause lasting interference with the function of
a mechanical watch.
The main source of defect
Nivarox balance springs are made of a
temperature-compensating material which,
in certain unfavourable circumstances,
becomes magnetised. Irregularities in the rate
of the movement are therefore the result of a
magnetised balance spring, i.e. a defect in the
watch’s clock-pulse generator. When it comes to
magnetic field sensitivity, the modern balance
spring is far superior to the older steel springs with
regard to sensitivity to magnetic fields, because
Nivarox springs are non-magnetic as required
by DIN 8309. However, in the case of a relatively
low magnetic field exposure of 4,800 A/m or
18

6 mT – roughly one quarter of the pole strength
of a common household magnet – this permits
an accuracy error of ±30 seconds per day.
Compliance with chronometer standards is thus
impossible. If the spring is exposed to stronger
magnetic fields, the oscillation of the balance will
change permanently.

SINN-study about magnetised watches
In a study of 1,000 watches by SINN’s customer
service department, nearly 60% of the watches
received were magnetised, and half of these had
severe defects caused by magnetic fields. During this
study, the speed of the movement before and after
demagnetisation was documented. If the speed
deviation before demagnetisation was greater than
5% of the speed after demagnetisation, a defect
due to magnetic fields was assumed. Magnetic
field influences were also found even when the
wearers weren’t aware of any contact with sources
of magnetic fields. As a consequence, all watches
received by our customer service workshop are first
demagnetised using an electromagnet.
Conversion table
Unit
A/m (ampere per metre)
mT (millitesla)
Gauss

SINN watches with
80,000
100
1,000

Conversion table showing the common measurement units
for magnetic fields.

Magnetic Field Protection in watches designed for
use by professional pilots
The uncompromising development of professional
mission timers (EZM models) – such as pilot watches
designed for use in the cockpit of an aircraft – should
always take the special circumstances of that
environment into account and closely monitor any
gradual changes in the field. For example, aircraft
have not been fitted with conventional radar screens
Unipolar contact between watch and magnet.
for many years now. Sources of magnetic fields which
could interfere with the working of a mechanical watch are no longer built into modern cockpits. The Magnetic
Field Protection incorporated in some of our models greatly increases the level of protection, offering optimum
protection from external magnetic fields on the rate of the movement – and of great benefit in daily practice.
However, the specially designed protective cage used for this emits its own magnetic signature. This is the
capacity to change or influence magnetic fields in a characteristic way. Using such a watch in the cockpit of
an aircraft means that this characteristic could deflect the aircraft’s emergency compass. The priorities of a pilot
watch designed for professional use in the cockpit of a modern aircraft are therefore clear: the EZM-optimised
solution should dispense with using a soft-magnetic internal cage and rely instead on amagnetic materials such
as titanium. A timepiece which meets these design requirements will not then interfere with magnetic fields itself,
yet will still meet the DIN 8309 requirements for antimagnetic watches.
Magnetic Field Protection
Magnetic fields can be diverted using magnetisable materials. If you place a hollow body made of iron in
a magnetic field, you will see that a large part of the magnetic flux lines are bundled in the wall of the hollow
body. The interior space is thus shielded from magnetic forces to a large extent.
SINN engineers use this principle to their advantage. It is important that after exposure to a magnetic field the
protective sheath does not remain magnetised, as it would become a source of interference.
Materials that can be easily magnetised but have only low remanence (residual magnetisation after
exposure to a magnetic field) are referred to as “magnetically soft”. Pure iron is a good example of this. With
the aid of magnetically soft materials, Magnetic Field Protection of up to 80,000 A/m or 100 mT is achieved
for our watches in the event of typical everyday unipolar contact. In order to produce this Magnetic Field
Protection, we use a closed, magnetically soft case interior that includes the dial, the movement holding
ring and the case back. The SINN trademark identifies watches featuring Magnetic Field Protection. It
portrays stylised magnetic field lines and a magnetic core.

Dial made of magnetically soft material

Movement holding ring made
of magnetically soft material

Inner core of magnetically soft material
(alternatively integrated in the back)

Sapphire glass

Clockwork

Winding stem made of nonmagnetic material
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Temperature Resistance Technology
Temperaturresistenztechnologie
The long-term accuracy of a watch movement crucially depends on the lubrication of its moving
parts – this is particularly true at extreme temperatures. We use the special oil developed by SINN to
ensure reliable functioning under even the most extreme conditions. With its outstanding properties,
it provides lubrication that is highly resistant to ageing at temperatures between −45°C and +80°C.

−45°C up to +80°C
SINN-Special Oil
The higher the temperature, the lower the viscosity
of the lubricating oil film. At low temperatures, the
oil becomes more viscous, leading to increased
friction throughout the movement; more energy
is lost in the train wheel, the escapement and the
complete balance. Consequently, the amplitude
of the oscillation decreases and the watch
becomes increasingly inaccurate. In conjunction
with the ageing of the oil, which likewise increases
the viscosity of the oil, conventional watch oils
can thicken enough that the watch stops at
temperatures just below the freezing point. Such
watches no longer function reliably when used
at lower temperatures! Only the special oil with
substantially lower viscosity developed by SINN
for use in extreme temperatures provides reliable
long-term lubrication at very low temperatures.
The composition of the oil ensures that it is still
sufficiently fluid at temperatures of –45°C and
below to maintain the movement’s proper
mechanical function. Moreover, the viscosity of the
oil at +80°C does not change enough to cause the
oil to run off the ruby pallets of the escapement.
Our SINN special oil is a universal oil that can be
used in everything from the balance bearings
and the train wheel to the escapement pallets
and ensures highly ageing-resistant lubrication
in extreme conditions thanks to its outstanding
temperature properties.
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Expansion and contraction rates
Lubrication with SINN oil is essential for a SINN watch
capable of withstanding extreme temperatures
from –45°C up to +80°C. But oil alone isn’t enough.
Just as important are the expansion and contraction
rates of the movement’s individual components.
Here’s why: various materials are used in the
movement of a watch and these materials respond
differently to temperature expansion. This means
that when the entire movement is exposed to higher
temperatures, the components change in size to
different extents. Some parts expand faster, others
more slowly. In some cases, this can negatively
influence the movement’s function, as the individual
components suddenly no longer fit together
precisely. We counteract this negative effect by
testing each individual watch in an environmental
test chamber. Each and every watch must meet
our strict quality standards even at extreme
temperatures.

In an environmental test chamber at temperatures between −45°C
and +80°C.

Accurate between temperatures from −60°C to +80°C.
When worn on the wrist, watches have an average operating temperature of 30°C.
However, when worn above the clothing, they quickly assume the ambient temperature.
Watches are significantly less accurate at temperatures below freezing. And below −30°C
the accuracy is difficult to define. Watches which are lubricated with conventional watch
oil generally come to a stop. Watches lubricated with SINN-Oil, by contrast, continue to run
even at temperatures well below −45°C. The rate variation here, however, is relatively high;
the watch loses time at a rapid rate. We guarantee the reliable functioning of enabled
chronographs in a temperature range from −30°C to 80°C.

Temperature (C°)

Conventional watch oil
SINN-Special Oil 66-228

Rate deviation
(sec./day)

Accuracy within temperature range of 0°C to +80°C.
The second diagram is to a different scale and shows how accurate the watch remains in
temperatures above 0°C using SINN-Special Oil 66-228.

Temperature (C°)

Conventional watch oil
SINN-Special Oil 66-228

Rate deviation
(sec./day)
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TEGIMENT
Greatly increased scratch-resistance thanks to surface hardening
TEGIMENT Technology raises the hardness level of the base material, e.g.
stainless steel, by a significant factor. The technology was first introduced
in the 756 Duochronograph at the International Baselworld Watch and
Jewellery Show in Basle in 2003, replacing the ice-hardening technique
for nickel-free watch cases first presented in 2002. Originally TEGIMENT
Technology was only used on stainless steel cases. The term is now used to
refer to all materials with a hardened surface.
TEGIMENT Technology provides highly effective protection against
scratches. The method is not, however, based on the application of a
coating. Instead it is the surface of the material itself which is hardened
by means of a special process, thereby creating a protective layer
(“tegimentum” in Latin). The surface of any watch hardened using
TEGIMENT Technology has a significantly greater level of protection
against scratches than that afforded by the hardness of the base material.

The EZM 10 TESTAF made from high-strength
titanium with TEGIMENT Technology.

Black Hard Coating
Schwarze Hartstoffbeschichtung
We only use hard coating (PVD coatings) with TEGIMENT surfaces. Because
only in this combination is it possible for our PVD paint coats to achieve their
required high quality.
The hardness profile of the TEGIMENT layer is continuous, i.e. the increased
hardness of the surface transitions very gradually to the basic hardness of
the material itself. This makes it possible to apply a PVD coating without any
risk of the otherwise familiar peeling effect from the body of the case.
Paint coatings applied using the PVD technique are exceptionally hard.
They have a hardness level of up to 2,000 Vickers. The great and sudden
difference in hardness between the hard coating and the base material
results in disruption between the two when subjected to stress because
the hard shell (PVD coating) is applied with no transition to a very soft
core (case material). If a local force is applied, the base material yields
and cannot provide sufficient support for the outer layer. This is called the
“egg shell effect”.

Black Hard Coating

Tegimented surface

Base material

Schematic diagram showing the hard coating
on a surface hardened with TEGIMENT
Technology.

The hardness of the TEGIMENT surface, by contrast, supports the hard coating layer. This prevents the egg shell
effect and dramatically reduces flaking of the paint coating. Although the paint coating applied using the
PVD technique is extraordinarily hard, it may become damaged on contact with harder materials. This
corresponds to the latest technological standards and is therefore unavoidable. The problem is that, unlike a
solid-coloured material, a paint coating always remains vulnerable under certain conditions.
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Captive Safety Bezel
Unverlierbarer Sicherheitsdrehring
The construction of the rotating bezel is extremely important in terms of safety. To prevent any risks to the
life and health of the diver, the solution we use in the T1, T2 and U1000 series is based on two elements.
One is the captive design of the rotating bezel, which differs greatly from that of conventional snap-in
mechanisms. A special design prevents the rotating bezel from becoming detached as the result of
catching or being accidentally knocked, causing the set time to be lost. The U1000 also features a
second element. In addition to the captive design of the T1, T2 and U1000 series’ bezel, it is also protected
against accidental rotation – a feature which goes beyond the specifications laid down in DIN 8306.
This standard stipulates that it should only be possible to adjust the set time of a diving watch by turning
the bezel anticlockwise on one side. A sophisticated mechanism prevents the safety bezel of the T1, T2
and U1000 from being unintentionally rotated. This makes it impossible for the set time to be accidentally
knocked and changed.

How to adjust the set time using
the Captive Safety Bezel
1. T o adjust the set time, first
unlock the bezel. Press it down
on opposite sides using two
fingers. It is not possible to
unlock the bezel using just
one finger.

2. H
 old down the bezel and
turn it anticlockwise to the
desired set time. Once you
release the bezel, the rotation
protection is reapplied and
the bezel is once again
prevented from being
accidentally adjusted.
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TESTAF represents the first ever standard to define pilot watches
Mid 2015 will see the release of the draft DIN for pilot watches based on TESTAF.
The faculty of Aerospace Technology at the Aachen University of Applied Sciences (FH), headed by
Prof. Frank Janser, and Sinn Spezialuhren joined forces to develop a technical standard for pilot watches
(Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF) in a research project lasting several years. To obtain TESTAFcertification, a pilot’s watch must satisfy all time measurement requirements for civil flights operating under
visual and instrument flight rules. The EZM 10 TESTAF, 103 Ti TESTAF, 103 Ti UTC TESTAF and 857 UTC TESTAF were the
first SINN watches to undergo and pass the strict test procedures.

The project was proposed by Lothar Schmidt (Dipl.Ing.), the proprietor of Sinn Spezialuhren, back in 2008.
At that time, there was no equivalent DIN standard
for pilot watches to that for diving watches. The
partnership saw Sinn Spezialuhren continue its tradition
of close collaboration with renowned technological
institutions. Its diving watches, for instance, are
tested and certified to European diving equipment
standards by DNV GL (formerly Germanischer Lloyd)
– a unique procedure in the industry. In the past, the
DEKRA Technology Center in Klettwitz in Brandenburg
tested the ability of various SINN watches to withstand
G-forces. The Darmstadt-based Fraunhofer Institute
for Operational Stability and System Reliability (LBF)
investigated the effects of impact and vibration on
specially selected SINN watches on a simulated
rough-road track. All the watches passed the tests
with flying colours. This means that wearers of SINN
watches can rest assured that the durability and
reliability claims are not just unsubstantiated assertions,
but have actually been proven in challenging tests
and exacting investigations. The tests are also proof
that Sinn Spezialuhren regards its watches as specially
developed instruments which are designed to meet
particular purpose-related requirements.
2012: TESTAF – a completely new departure
What are the distinguishing features of a professional
pilot watch? Which aviation requirements does it
need to fulfil? Which features are indispensable? To
provide universally valid answers to these questions
it was necessary to formulate a norm or standard.
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Such a standard did not, however, exist for pilot’s
watches at that time. And so in 2008, Lothar Schmidt,
manageing director and owner of Sinn Spezialuhren,
seized the initiative and decided to close this research
gap together with Prof. Frank Janser of the Aachen
University of Applied Sciences, which, for many
years now, has been one of the most respected
centres for aerospace technology (the mechanical
engineering faculty, to which the aerospace
technology department belongs, topped the 2012
and 2013 university rankings). With its long tradition of
developing and testing aerospace instrumentation,
the Aachen University of Applied Sciences uniquely
combines a strong practical orientation with profound
scientific knowledge and flight engineering expertise.
The faculty is one of the few in Germany to own its own
aircraft; it uses these for teaching, flight laboratory and
research purposes. The Aachen University of Applied
Sciences is one of the leading teaching and research
institutions in Europe in the field of aviation.
Technical progress in the watch sector
Thanks to the collaboration with Aachen aerospace
engineers, certain technical requirements were able
to be applied for the first time in the watch sector. A
pilot’s watch, for example, must be able to withstand
rapid changes to temperature and to ambient
pressure of up to 0.044 bar – equivalent to an altitude
of around 21,300 m. For this reason, the pilot’s watch
goes through a pressure cycle equal to several
thousand changes in testing in order to simulate the
real stress on the pilot’s wrist. In addition to the issue

of water-tightness, the question
of resistance to fluids commonly
found in flight operations, such
as fuels, hydraulics, cleaning
and de-icing fluids, is also key. It’s
important, too, that the magnetic
field of the pilot’s watch itself
does not affect the avionics – the
emergency compass for example.
It cannot dazzle the pilot or create
unnecessary reflections. It must
also be equipped to deal with
shocks and vibration, and be
perfectly readable in the dark.

The project partners: Prof. Frank Janser (left) of Aachen University of Applied Sciences and
Lothar Schmidt, proprietor of Sinn Spezialuhren.

Seal of quality for TESTAF-certified watches
Based on these requirements, the Aachen University
of Applied Sciences, a neutral institute, developed a
sophisticated testing regime which can be used by
all watch manufacturers. After successful testing, a
certificate verifies the conformity of the pilot watch
in question with the TESTAF. Only TESTAF-certified
watches may bear the protected seal of quality – a
stylised aeroplane silhouette, framed by the cockpit
display of the “artificial horizon” – on the dial or case.
Thanks to Airbus Helicopters*, the theoretical findings
were able to be subjected to a practical test and
The TESTAF scientific committee (left to right): Dr Wolfgang Schonefeld
(Sinn Spezialuhren), Dr Martin Hoch (scientific coordinator), Prof. Frank
then confirmed following several weeks of testing a
Janser (Aachen University of Applied Sciences), Martina Richter
helicopter prototype by chief test pilot and chartered
(”UHREN MAGAZIN”), Volker Bau (Dipl.-Ing., Airbus Helicopters*)and
Jürgen Hensiek (Aachen Institute of Applied Sciences e.V.).
engineer Volker Bau. In developing the TESTAF, a
scientific advisory board was set up to supervise the
further development of the standard, amongst other things. The TESTAF does, of course, also make a scientific and
functionally assured assessment framework for future pilot watch tests available to specialist editors, too.
TESTAF forms the basis for a new standard in pilot watches
The technical standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF) presents the first catalogue
of technical specifications for pilot watches. At the request of Sinn Spezialuhren, both TESTAF and the German
Institute for Standardisation are developing the first standard for pilot watches in line with German Industry Standard
DIN 8306 for diving watches. Regardless of this new draft DIN 8330, TESTAF will continue to be valid for testing and
certifying pilot watches.

* Formerly Eurocopter
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DNV GL certifies SINN Diving Watches
So what does DNV GL (formerly Germanischer Lloyd) have to do with a watch manufacturer from
Frankfurt am Main? The renowned company tests and certifies our diving watches according to a variety
of criteria. One test focuses on water resistance and pressure resistance, while a second test procedure
covers something never done before in the watchmaking industry: certification in accordance with the
European standards for diving equipment!
The background: time plays a crucial role in survival on every dive. Diving watches must therefore
be water-resistant, reliable and durable, and guarantee perfect readability in all lighting and water
conditions. The information we provide about our diving watches is thus not merely captured in words,
but proven in practice as well.
Testing for water resistance and pressure resistance
Since 2005, DNV GL has been testing our diving watches for water resistance and pressure resistance.
In accordance with these certification standards, the EZM 3 and EZM 13 are pressure-resistant to 50 bar,
the T1, U1, U212 and the U1000 series are pressure-resistant to 100 bar, while the T2, U2 and U200 series
are pressure-resistant to 200 bar and the UX series is actually pressure-resistant to any accessible diving
depth. For this series, DNV GL has confirmed the pressure resistance of the case to 12,000 m and of the
movement to 5,000 m diving depth. The tests are repeated at regular intervals on all of these watches in
order to document the consistency of the quality.
Premiere: certification for compliance with European diving equipment standards
In a standardised test situation, will a diving watch deliver the same reliable performance as, say, a
breathing apparatus? To answer this question, we were the first who have watches tested and officially
certified according to the European standards for diving equipment. Also these tests are performed at
regular intervals for all these watches. The testing and certification according to the European standards
EN250 and EN14143 was completely new territory for both sides. This was the case because the standards for
diving equipment cannot be applied to watches without modification. The experts at DNV GL thus adapted
the standards appropriately and defined two series of tests. In the first of the two, they put the timepieces in a
test cabinet for three hours at –20°C, then for three more hours at +50°C. The timepieces were subsequently
checked for accuracy and functional reliability at both temperatures. In a second test, the watches had to
withstand three hours at –30°C and 3 hours at +70°C with 95% humidity.
The result
Temperature resistance and perfect functioning were documented and certified for the watches in the U1,
U1000 (since 2007), U2, U200 (since 2009), T1, T2, U212 (since 2013), EZM 13 (since 2014) and EZM 3 series after
both tests. The UX series watches were also certified; however, these were subjected to a modified test involving
temperatures between –20°C and +60°C due to their battery operation and oil filling.
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Two U1 models as well as a case are lowered
into the pressure chamber.

Successful certification of pressure resistance (left) and compliance with European diving
device standards EN250 and EN14143 by Germanischer Lloyd (now DNV GL) for the EZM 13
series. The two certificates shown here are representative of the certified series T1, T2, U1, U2,
U200, U212, UX, UX GSG9, U1000 and EZM 3.

About DNV GL
DNV GL provides technical testing and certification as well as software and independent advisory services
to the energy, oil and gas, and maritime industries. DNV GL is represented at 300 locations in more than
100 countries. Every day, over 16,000 employees around the world help customers to make the world safer,
smarter and greener.
DNV GL 150 years ago
DNV GL was the result of a merger between the classification companies Det Norske Veritas (DNV) and
Germanischer Lloyd (GL), both of which started out in shipping almost 150 years ago. In the early days of
maritime trade, whoever entrusted a ship to transport their goods or even sailed on board themselves as a crew
member or passenger wanted to know that the ship would be safe on its travels. Shipowners and merchants
would not rely solely on the good reputation of the shipbuilder or captain. Objective criteria had to be created
in order to check safety standards. Even back then, the technical quality of a ship was decisive in ensuring
the safe transportation of cargo and passengers on the high seas. On the initiative of various shipowners,
an advisory committee was formed to deal with ship classification. While 1864 saw the foundation of the
classification company DNV, three years later the articles of incorporation were signed in the great hall of the
Hamburg stock exchange to establish GL.
DNV GL today
Almost 150 years later, in September 2013, the merged company DNV GL commenced operations. The DNV GL
merger created not only the world’s biggest ship classification company, but also one of the leading providers
of testing and inspection services for the oil and gas industry as well as an expert in renewable energies and
smart grids. DNV GL is also one of the world’s top-three certification bodies for management systems.
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Instrument Watches and Chronographs
These watches have a proud tradition at SINN that dates back to the company’s beginnings. Our
reputation was established with instrument wristwatches and instrument panel chronometers for aviation.
Since 1961, pilots, for whom reliable time measurement is crucial to survival, have depended on the
perfect readability and above-average accuracy of our timepieces – especially in extreme situations.
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103 Ti TESTAF with a leather strap
and titanium toothed buckle.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

103 Ti UTC TESTAF – solid,
expandable titanium bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

The certificates verify that the
103 Ti UTC TESTAF and 103 Ti TESTAF have
been tested and certified to the technical
standard for pilot watches (Technischer
Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF).

Series 103 Ti TESTAF
The classic pilot chronograph for professional use

103 Ti TESTAF – luminous.

The 103 Ti TESTAF and the 103 Ti UTC TESTAF were tested and certified
by Aachen University of Applied Sciences in accordance with
the technical standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard
Fliegeruhren – TESTAF). This is evidenced with a certificate and the
TESTAF quality seal on the dial. Certification guarantees that both
watches meet all requirements of time measurement during flight
operations, both under visual flight rules (VFR) and instrument flight
rules (IFR), and that they are suitable for professional use as pilot
watches.
–– Tested and certified to the technical standard for pilot watches
by Aachen University of Applied Sciences
–– Case made of titanium, bead-blasted
–– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
–– Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
–– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
–– Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
–– Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
–– Resistant to low pressure

Back view of the 103 Ti TESTAF.

Large picture:
103 Ti UTC TESTAF with a leather strap
and titanium toothed buckle.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

• 103 Ti UTC TESTAF:
– Second time zone on 12-hour basis
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103 St with a leather strap. Case made of
stainless steel, polished and acrylic glass.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

103 St Sa – expandable stainless steel
bracelet. Case made of stainless steel,
polished and sapphire crystal glass.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

103 St DIAPAL – case made of polished
stainless steel. Fine-link bracelet with
a butterfly folding clasp also available
as an option for an additional fee.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

Series 103
The traditional pilot chronograph
– Case made of stainless steel, polished
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	103 St DIAPAL (also available in titanium):
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
	– Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
– Second time zone on 12-hour basis
– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
103 Ti DIAPAL with a black silicone strap.
Case made of titanium.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

•	103 St Sa:
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology optional
– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
•	103 St:
– Shockproof acrylic glass (sapphire crystal glass optional)

Large picture:
103 St DIAPAL – solid bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)
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104 St Sa A – cowhide strap with alligator
embossing and contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

104 St Sa I – fine-link bracelet with a butterfly
folding clasp. (Case diameter: 41 mm)

104 St Sa A – dark-brown vintage-look
cowhide strap. (Case diameter: 41 mm)

Series 104 St Sa
The classic pilot watch

104 St Sa A – luminous.

Be it with indices or Arabic numerals, the 104 St Sa is a classic pilot
watch in true SINN tradition. Clearly structured, the series provides
optimum readability of the time, date and day of the week. The pilot’s
bezel with minute ratcheting can be rotated on both sides and is
securely attached to the case. Its main marking is a luminous triangle.
The instrument watch features a polished stainless-steel case and
sapphire crystal glass, which is also used for the transparent back.
This transparent back allows the delicate work of the mechanical
movement to be admired in all its intricacy. The 104 St Sa is resistant to
low pressure and can withstand pressures of up to 20 bar.
− Case made of stainless steel, polished
− Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure

Back view of the 104 St Sa A.

Large picture:
104 St Sa A with a fine-link bracelet and a butterfly folding clasp.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)
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140 St S – with a solid, expandable bracelet.
Case made of stainless steel with a Black
Hard Coating. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

140 St – case made of bead-blasted
stainless steel. Solid, expandable bracelet.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

140 St S – with a black cowhide strap.
Case made of stainless steel with a Black
Hard Coating. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series 140
The space chronograph
We have now subjected the 140 model series to further technical
development. It incorporates the SINN SZ01 chronograph movement.
The most striking feature of the new design is the centre-mounted jump
60-minute stop hand.

Back view of the 140 St S.

140 St S: Case with a Black Hard Coating on
a TEGIMENT Technology basis.

− SINN chronograph movement SZ01
− Centre-mounted 60-minute stopwatch hand
– Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore
especially scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Interior pilot’s bezel
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	140 St S:
– Case with a Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

140 St: Bead-blasted case.
Large picture:
140 St S with a black cowhide strap and 140 St with solid,
expandable bracelet. (Case diameter: 44 mm)
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Fascination of space travel
Astronaut scientist Dr Ernst Messerschmid on the D1 Spacelab Mission
Even people who have never orbited like a real astronaut are
fascinated by the idea of space flight. The aerospace industry has
already created a multitude of benefits in telecommunication,
navigation, earth observation, space research and many other
technological fields. But the biggest benefit may be the fact that more
and more people are beginning to see our world the way astronauts
do – as a small, beautiful planet, an island in the vast and unfriendly
reaches of the galaxy with only a limited amount of space for its
inhabitants who live in constant conflict with Mother Nature.

From the early beginnings of space flight to today,
only a few people have enjoyed the privilege of
actually going there. The first Europeans received the
opportunity to live and work in space as “astronaut
scientists” with the development of the Spacelab
system, which began immediately following the
successful Apollo missions of the USA in the early
1970s. This was Europe’s first access to manned space
flight. Just two years after Ulf Merbold participated
in the first joint NASA and ESA Spacelab mission,
Reinhard Furrer and I were selected to orbit the
earth for a week and conduct some 100 scientific
experiments as part of the D1 German Spacelab
mission.
When Reinhard Furrer and I – both of us were
physicists – began our astronaut training in early
1983, we were breaking new ground at the German
Aerospace Centre, at NASA and in the public’s
perception. Previously there had been only American
astronauts and Russian cosmonauts, and most of
them were test pilots, a few were engineers, but
hardly any were scientists. Up until then, science had
taken a back seat – at least, it was not considered
particularly important to the struggles the two
superpowers were engaged in, both on earth and in
space.
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When the Europeans expressed interest in
participating in the development of the American
space shuttle in the 1970s, they were initially given
the cold shoulder. All that was offered to them was
a small module considered by many to be of little
importance, which the shuttle could also have flown
without – namely the Spacelab, built by European
engineers, most of them Germans. If we had not
hailed from the country of Hermann Oberth, Werner
von Braun and other important pioneers of space
flight, we would have had even more trouble being
accepted by our more powerful partners.
The goal of the D1 Spacelab Mission STS-61A, which
lasted from 10 October to 6 November 1985, was to
conduct a variety of scientific experiments in diverse
fields, e.g. fluid physics, materials research, process
engineering, medicine and biology. The experiments
were designed to be conducted in microgravity, so
they could only be carried out in the weightlessness
of space. Previously unexplored effects on fluidmechanic interfaces and solidification responses
were investigated, and chemical reactions in the
various objects under investigation were analysed,
including the effects of weightlessness on the human
body and the behaviour of various materials, such as
liquids, alloys, composites and crystals.

Astronaut scientist Dr Ernst Messerschmid and Dr Reinhard Furrer
(see picture to the right) were crew members on the first German
Spacelab Mission D1 and received the Federal Service Cross First
Class.

Shortly before the D1 mission, Prof. Reinhard Furrer bought his Sinn
model 140 S and used it to prove primarily that automatic watches
can be wound through movement even under weightless conditions.
Furrer died during an air show in Berlin on 9 September 1995.

On the D1 mission in 1985, we had atomic clocks
on board in order to better understand the
fundamentals for subsequent, satellite-supported
navigation systems such as GPS and the European
Galileo satellite system. Also on board was my
colleague Reinhard Furrer, who had previously
piloted one-engine planes across the Atlantic.
During this time, he had become acquainted with
chronographs and astronavigation, which at least
explains why he took his chronograph with him on
the space flight. It was a Sinn 140 S chronograph,
an automatic watch that performed flawlessly in
space. I left my own chronograph at home, where it
was promptly stolen from my home during my extraplanetary journey. Reinhard Furrer’s attachment to
this seemingly outdated technology was not just
emotional – and after all, who wouldn’t want to

take along the useful tools they have come to love
when setting out on an expedition? In addition to
this understandable motivation, he knew that these
chronographs provide reliable service in various
situations pilots often face, where they must take
action in real time, under stress, and can’t afford
to make any mistakes (Apollo 13: “Failure is not an
option”). They have also been technically improved
upon and increasingly also fulfil operational and
aesthetic needs in ways that would not be possible
with the kind of technical progress that sometimes
results from basic research conducted as part of the
space programme.

Prof. Ernst Messerschmid

Ernst Messerschmid was born in Reutlingen in 1945. After studying physics in Tübingen and Bonn and earning his doctorate, he joined
the German Aerospace Centre (Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt, DLR) in Oberpfaffenhofen in 1978. In 1983,
Messerschmid was named an astronaut scientist, and he flew aboard the American space shuttle Challenger in 1985 on the week-long
D1 Spacelab mission. In 1986, he was given a full professorship and appointed director of the Institute for Aerospace Systems at the
University of Stuttgart, where he also served as dean of the aerospace technology faculty from 1990 to 1992 and pro-rector for research
and technology from 1996 to 1998. From 2000 to 2005, he took a leave of absence from the University of Stuttgart to serve as head of the
European astronaut centre of the European Space Agency in Cologne. While there, his responsibilities included selecting and training
European astronauts for missions on board the International Space Station, ISS. His current research focuses on developing future
space stations as well as strategies and scenarios for space missions to the moon, nearby asteroids and Mars.
Major publications and awards:
Messerschmid has published more than 150 scientific papers, authored or co-authored ten books and holds German and European
patents. He has received the Federal Service Cross First Class, the medal of honour of the state of Baden-Württemberg, the NASA Space
Flight Medal and Hermann Oberth Medal in Gold. He is also a member of the German Academy for Sciences Leopoldina, the German
Academy of Engineering Sciences and the International Academy of Astronautics, among other organisations.
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144 St DIAPAL with a black cowhide strap.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

144 St Sa with a black cowhide strap.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

144 St Sa with a solid, expandable bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

Series 144
The sports chronograph
The 144 is one of our company’s traditional watches. And the fact that
it is still available shows how immensely popular it is.
− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
− Tachymeter and pulsometer scale inside
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure

On request, the 144 St Sa can be fitted
with Ar‑Dehumidifying Technology.

•	144 St DIAPAL:
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
– Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
– Second time zone on 12-hour basis
•	144 St Sa:
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology available as an option

Large picture:
144 St DIAPAL with a solid,
expandable bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)
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240 St with a solid, expandable bracelet.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

240 St with a leather strap featuring an
integrated case. (Case diameter: 43 mm)

240 St with dark-brown vintage-look
cowhide strap. (Case diameter: 43 mm)

Model 240 St
The sporty watch with interior rotating bezel

240 St – luminous.

Key functions and clarity are the all-important features of the 240 St.
With its classic design based on traditional styles, the 43 mm diameter 240 St is distinguished by those unique characteristics which
mark it clearly as a Sinn watch. These include a resistance to low
pressure and pressure resistance up to 10 bar. The interior pilot’s bezel
with luminous triangular main marker enables precise monitoring of
defined periods of time. The case made of bead-blasted stainless
steel features a sapphire crystal glass. Perfect readability, even at
night, is ensured by the luminous hands and indices. The 240 St also
features the date and weekday, which can be displayed in German
or English simply by adjusting the crown.
− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Interior pilot’s bezel
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure

240 St – back view.

Large picture:
240 St with a leather strap featuring an integrated
case. (Case diameter: 43 mm)
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356 Sa PILOT II – copper-electroplated
guilloché dial. Gracefully designed, solid
satinised stainless-steel bracelet; optional
and for an additional fee.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

356 Sa PILOT – black dial. Solid satinised
stainless-steel bracelet.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

356 Sa PILOT – leather strap with
contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

Series 356
The traditional chronograph
Understated elegance at the highest level: the pilot chronograph by
SINN, in a tastefully dimensioned version with a 38.5 mm diameter
and a fine satinised or bead-blasted case. As professional as it is
elegant, with sophisticated details such as the high-domed, and thus
especially resistant, sapphire crystal glass.

The exquisitely decorated movement with
the blued screws is clearly visible through
the sapphire crystal glass.

− Case made of stainless steel, satinised
− S apphire crystal glass on both sides
 vailable with a bead-blasted case, acrylic in the crystal
–A
and stainless-steel case back
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	356 Sa PILOT II:
– Copper-electroplated guilloche dial

Side view of the 356 Sa PILOT.

Large picture:
356 Sa PILOT II with a cowhide strap.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)
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358 DIAPAL – crystal and transparent back
made of sapphire crystal glass. Satinised
stainless-steel bracelet.
(Case diameter: 42 mm)

358 Sa PILOT – crystal and transparent back
made of sapphire crystal glas. Cowhide strap
with alligator embossing and contrasting
stitching. (Case diameter: 42 mm)

358 PILOT – acrylic crystal, stainless-steel
case back. Solid and expandable beadblasted bracelet made of stainless steel.
(Case diameter: 42 mm)

Series 358
The traditional chronograph
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure

Back view of the 358 DIAPAL: the antireflective sapphire crystal glass provides
an insight into the movement inside.

• 358 DIAPAL:
– Case made of stainless steel, satinised
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
	– Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
– Second time zone on 12-hour basis
– Date display
– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Anthracite electroplated dial (UV-resistant)
•	358 Sa PILOT:
– Case made of stainless steel, satinised
– Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
	– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Date and day of the week display

At 15.5 mm thick, the 358 fits the wrist
ergonomically and is also fitted with an
integrated drying capsule (358 DIAPAL and
358 Sa PILOT).
Large picture:
358 DIAPAL with a black cowhide strap with
alligator embossing. (Case diameter: 42 mm)

•	358 PILOT:
– Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
– Crystal made of shockproof acrylic glass (sapphire crystal glass
as an option)
– S tainless-steel case back (transparent back made of sapphire crystal
glass as an option)
– Date and day of the week display
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556 I – cowhide strap with alligator
embossing and contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

556 A – cowhide strap with alligator
embossing and contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

556 I – expandable satinised stainless-steel
bracelet with a folding safety clasp.
Fine-link bracelet also available as an
option for an additional fee (see large
picture). (Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

Series 556
The elegantly sporty watch
Striking form, sparse dial design, superior readability – characteristic
SINN features which highlight the similarities between the 556 series
and our pilot and navigation cockpit clocks. The accentuation of the
hours, minutes, seconds and the date plus the satinised stainless-steel
case are what give the watches their sporty yet elegant appearance.
The crystal of the 556 watches is made from sapphire crystal, as is the
transparent back, which provides an intriguing insight into the filigree
mechanical movement inside.
556 I – luminous.

−
−
−
−

Case made of stainless steel, satinised
Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
Resistant to low pressure

•	556 A:
– Matt black dial
•	556 I:
– Glossy black dial

Back view of the 556 A and 556 I: the antireflective sapphire crystal glass provides an
insight into the movement inside.
Large picture:
556 I with a satinised fine-link bracelet made of stainless steel and a butterfly folding clasp.
Optional for an additional fee. (Case diameter: 38.5 mm)
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757 with a silicone strap. Also available
as 757 UTC with a second time zone.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

756 with a cowhide strap with alligator
embossing and contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 40 mm)

756 DIAPAL with a fine-link satinised
stainless-steel bracelet and a butterfly
folding clasp. (Case diameter: 40 mm)

Series 756/757
The duochronograph
Outstanding technologies from the house of SINN make the 756/757
duochronographs exceptionally robust.
− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
– Case made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Magnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
757 S UTC with a green silicone strap. Also
available as 757 S without a second time
zone. (Case diameter: 43 mm)

•	Series 757:
− Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
•	756 DIAPAL/757 DIAPAL:
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
− Satinised stainless-steel case

Side view of the 757 DIAPAL.

Large picture:
757 DIAPAL – second time zone display.
With a solid bracelet.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

•	757 S/757 S UTC:
– Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
•	756 DIAPAL/757 DIAPAL/757 S UTC/757 UTC:
– Second time zone on 12-hour basis
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856 S UTC with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 40 mm)

856 S with a solid, expandable bracelet,
TEGIMENT Technology and Black Hard
Coating. (Case diameter: 40 mm)

856 with a solid, expandable bracelet
and TEGIMENT Technology.
(Case diameter: 40 mm)

Series 856
The pilot watch with Magnetic Field Protection
Just how functional can a watch be if it focuses on its fundamental
purpose? The answer lies, for example, in the design of the dial. This
ensures especially clear readability with starkly contrasting hands,
indices and numerals against the glare-free black dial. With extremely
large numerals for intuitive orientation and accurate reading even in
adverse conditions.
856 S UTC – luminous.

− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
–C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
−M
 agnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
− S apphire crystal glass
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
−R
 esistant to low pressure
•8
 56 S/856 S UTC:
– Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

At 11 mm thick, the 856 fits the wrist
ergonomically and is also fitted with
an integrated drying capsule.

Large picture:
856 UTC with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 40 mm)

•8
 56 UTC/856 S UTC:
– Second time zone on 24-hour basis
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857 UTC TESTAF – case with TEGIMENT
Technology. Leather strap with integrated
case and contrasting orange stitching.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

857 UTC TESTAF LH Cargo – case with
TEGIMENT Technology. Leather strap with
integrated case and contrasting orange
stitching. (Case diameter: 43 mm)

The 857 UTC TESTAF LH Cargo comes
encased in a Lufthansa Cargo valuablecargo box along with a model Boeing 777F,
a TESTAF brochure and a brochure on the
watch.

Series 857 UTC TESTAF
TESTAF-certified pilot watches for professional use
The 857 UTC TESTAF series was tested and certified by Aachen
University of Applied Sciences in accordance with the technical
standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren –
TESTAF). This ensures that it is qualified for professional use as a pilot
watch. This is evidenced with a certificate and the TESTAF quality seal
on the dial.
The certificates verify that series
857 UTC TESTAF has been tested and certified
to the technical standard for pilot watches
(Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF).

857 UTC TESTAF – luminous.
Large picture:
857 UTC TESTAF with a leather strap.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

− T ested and certified to the technical standard for pilot watches
by Aachen University of Applied Sciences
− Second time zone on 24-hour basis
− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
−C
scratch-resistant
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•8
 57 UTC TESTAF LH Cargo:
– Limited to 777 pieces
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857 S UTC with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

857 S with a solid, expandable bracelet,
TEGIMENT Technology and Black Hard
Coating. (Case diameter: 43 mm)

857 with a solid, expandable bracelet
and TEGIMENT Technology.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

Series 857
The pilot watch with Magnetic Field Protection and
captive rotating bezel
The stainless-steel pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting can be rotated
on both sides and, thanks to a special mechanical system, is securely
attached to the case.

857 UTC with a leather strap.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Magnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
− Captive pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	857 S/857 S UTC:
– Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
•	857 UTC/857 S UTC:
– Second time zone on 24-hour basis

Side view of the 857 with a captive pilot’s
bezel, TEGIMENT Technology and drying
capsule.
Large picture:
857 UTC – case with TEGIMENT Technology.
Cowhide strap with integrated case. (Case diameter: 43 mm)
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900 PILOT S – case and bracelet made of
stainless steel with Black Hard Coating on a
TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

900 PILOT – satinised stainless-steel case
with TEGIMENT Technology and a silicone
strap. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

900 DIAPAL with a black cowhide strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series 900
The large pilot chronograph
Our pilot watches have been setting functional and technological
standards since day one. It is therefore only logical that the 900 series
seamlessly follows on from this, while at the same time sporting a
contemporary design. The result is a pilot chronograph that meets the
highest standards in terms of precision and aesthetics.

900 PILOT S – luminous.

The 900 PILOT was awarded the
“Goldene Unruh” in 2010.

Large picture:
900 DIAPAL with a solid bracelet.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

– Case made of stainless-steel, satinised
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Second time zone on 24-hour basis
−M
 agnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
− Sapphire crystal glass
− F ive conversion and tracking scales for European and
American units
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	900 PILOT S:
– Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
•	900 DIAPAL:
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
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901 with a black leather strap.
(Case: 38.4 × 36.8 mm)

902 with a black leather strap.
(Case: 34.4 × 32.8 mm)

Models 901/902
The technical, sporty watch featuring TEGIMENT Technology
These limited-edition watches are proof of our expertise in the field of
case making. Here, too, we cooperate closely with SUG in Glashütte
(Saxony), which produces the technologically sophisticated cases for
our company.

901 – luminous.

−C
 ase made of stainless-steel, polished/satinised
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
− S apphire crystal glass
− F unctionally reliable from –40°C up to +80°C
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
−R
 esistant to low pressure
•	901:
– Limited to 150 pieces
•	902:
– Limited to 300 pieces

902 – luminous.
Large picture:
901 – only available with a black leather
strap. (Case: 38.4 × 36.8 mm)

Mechanism to adjust the strap on the 901:
the slider on the left of the case enables
adjustment of the strap. The special
mechanism built into the case allows the
strap to be lengthened or shortened by
3 × 0.8 mm on each side.
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903 St B E – the navigation chronograph.
With a dark blue dial and a brown cowhide
strap with alligator embossing.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

903 St Silver – the navigation chronograph.
Silver-electroplated dial and a brown
cowhide strap with alligator embossing.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

903 St – the navigation chronograph. Blackelectroplated dial and a fine-link bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

Series 903
The navigation chronograph
This high-quality navigation chronograph allows you to perform
multiplication, division, cross-multiplication and various conversions
while maintaining a clear overview – despite its complexity. It is also
available in three attractive designs featuring either a black (903
St), silver (903 St Silver) electroplated dial or a dark blue dial with
luminous ivory coating (903 St B E).
A detailed explanation of the scales is available online at
www.sinn.de.
903 St – luminous.

903 St – side view.

−	Interior bezel with logarithmic scale (slide rule function)
− Case made of stainless steel, polished/satinised
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	9 03 St B E:
– Dark blue dial and luminous ivory coating
•	9 03 St Silver:
– Silver-electroplated dial
•	9 03 St:
– Black-electroplated dial

Large picture:
903 St B E – the navigation chronograph. With a brown
leather strap. (Case diameter: 41 mm)
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956 – black dial. With solid bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41.5 mm)

956 Classic – the cream dial is reminiscent
of a classic car dashboard. With a black
calfskin strap.
(Case diameter: 41.5 mm)

917 – day of the week and date display.
With a dark-brown vintage-look
cowhide strap. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series 917/956
The rally chronograph
A definite frontrunner when it comes to classic design and robust
technology, the rally chronograph is distinguished by its visual
similarities with early automobiles.
– Case made of stainless steel, polished
– Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
The anti-reflective sapphire crystal glass
provides an insight into the fine, exquisitely
decorated movement inside.

• Series 917:
– Case diameter of 44 mm with a countdown bezel, easy to read
with to-the-second precision in time trials
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
• S eries 956:
– Case diameter of 41.5 mm with a double tachymeter scale
around the dial that includes both the range from 30 to 60 km/h
and the high-speed range from 60 to 500 km/h
• 917 GR/956/956 Classic:
– Power reserve indicator
• 917:
– Day of the week and date display

Large picture:
917 GR – power reserve indicator.
With black calfskin strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)
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Dashboard chronograph Ty with
tachymeter bezel.
(Case diameter: 58 mm)

Dashboard chronograph R with countdown
bezel. (Case diameter: 58 mm)

Dashboard clock R with countdown bezel.
(Case diameter: 58 mm)

Set of dashboard clocks – Model series 4.917
Number and type of on-board instruments and bezel inserts can be combined as required.
When Sinn Spezialuhren was founded in 1961, cockpit instruments and the precision they must maintain
even under extreme conditions played a special role. They inspired Helmut Sinn, the company’s
founder and a pilot himself, to create his first aviation chronographs. But these on-board instruments
are indispensable not only on airplanes and yachts. Fans of classic car rallies also rely on precision
timepieces that are just as stylish as they are functional. These events require adherence to specified
times in addition to excellent orientation and the perfect control of the vehicle.
Now you and your team can select a combination
of navigation instruments for the next rally or tour.
For example, the dashboard clock, precise to the
second, with a removable bezel. And up to two
chronographs, with such features as a tachymeter
scale, ascending or descending numerals, and
flyback function. Perfect for setting target times
and completing time trials successfully.
These instruments can be securely fastened to the
dashboard with the help of mounting plates made
of satin-finished titanium. They can be removed
easily by pressing on the bayonet joint (no chance
for thieves!) and replaced as needed. And during
the off-season, when there are no rallies to be
run, the set of dashboard clocks looks good on
your desk, for example. The elegant wooden
display block pictured on the cover is available
separately.
Large image: Set of dashboard clocks
with wooden display block made from cherry wood.

–	Case and baseplate made of titanium
–	Secure fastening with bayonet joint
–	Sapphire crystal glass
–	Flyback function on chronograph
–	Water-resistant and pressure-resistant to 10 bar
–	 Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances
functional reliability and freedom from fogging
– Resistant to low pressure at high flight altitudes
– Functionally reliable at temperatures from
−20°C up to +60°C
– Rotating bezel with exchangeable inserts
–	Enhanced resistance to shock and vibration
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Mission Timers and Diving Watches
SINN was the first company to manufacture diving watches that complied with European diving
equipment standards, and the first to test and certify them for pressure resistance, water resistance and
enhanced freedom from fogging. The technical development of diving watches is one of the greatest
challenges for engineers and watchmakers, because these timepieces must be absolutely waterresistant, perfectly readable in all lighting and water conditions and extremely durable. Our watches are
the ideal Mission Timers.
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−	Tested and certified to the technical standard for pilot watches by Aachen University of Applied
Sciences (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF)
− SINN chronograph movement SZ01
− 60-minute stop function from the dial centre
− 24-hour display
− Case made of high-strength titanium, bead-blasted
− Case made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially scratch-resistant
− DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Push-piece with Black Hard Coating
− Captive pilot’s bezel with sapphire crystal glass insert
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Mission timer design for optimal readability
− Resistant to low pressure
− Five-year guarantee

CENTRAL – THE CENTRE-MOUNTED STOP FUNCTION
The EZM 10 TESTAF was the first watch to be tested

the elapsed and current time remain perfectly

and certified by Aachen University of Applied

visible even in the dark – which is key for being

Sciences in accordance with the technical

certified according to IFR and VFR. The function

standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard

is complemented by a countdown pilot’s bezel

Fliegeruhren – TESTAF). This guarantees that the

with minute ratcheting, which features luminous

EZM 10 TESTAF meets all requirements of time

indices, numerals and main marking. As with

measurement during flight operations, both under
visual flight rules (VFR) and instrument flight rules
(IFR), and that it is qualified for professional use to
the highest level. This is evidenced with a certificate
and the TESTAF quality seal on the dial.
A SINN SZ01 chronograph movement ensures better
readability and facilitates stop-time recording. For
the SZ01 has a centre-mounted, jump 60-minute

all of our pilot watches, this rotating bezel has a
captive connection to the case and boasts a bezel
insert made of high-quality sapphire crystal glass.
However, it is not only its clear readability which
qualifies the EZM 10 TESTAF as a pilot watch, but
also its extensive range of technological features.
The EZM 10 TESTAF has an impressive appearance

stop function. This means that 60 minutes are

yet is also a pleasure to wear – not least due to its

counted in one sweep of the hand rather than the

bead-blasted, high-grade titanium case featuring

usual 30 minutes, and the minute stop scale covers

TEGIMENT Technology. The EZM 10 TESTAF is thus

the entire diameter of the dial, enabling the times

a striking high-performance pilot watch suitable for

measured to be instantly recorded.

everyday use.

The chronograph function displays (second

Aachen University of Applied Sciences provides

stop and minute stop) are luminous, meaning

information about TESTAF at www.testaf.org.
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EZM 10 TESTAF – with leather strap
and titanium toothed buckle.
(Case diameter from 6 to 12 o’clock: 44 mm)
(Case diameter from 3 to 9 o’clock: 46.5 mm)

EZM 10 TESTAF – case and solid bracelet
made from tegimented, high-strength
titanium. Solid, expandable bracelet with
folding safety clasp.

EZM 10 TESTAF – silicone strap and folding
clasp made from tegimented titanium.

Night view: the elapsed times (second
stop and minute stop) are perfectly
readable, even at night. This is essential
for IFR certification.

As the stop function is coated with daylightluminous orange, it is also readable in dark
cockpits under high-contrast black light.

The certificate verifies that the EZM 10 TESTAF
has been tested and certified to the technical
standard for pilot watches (Technischer
Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF).

Side view with drying capsule.

EZM 10 TESTAF – back view.

EZM 10 TESTAF – back view. Sapphire
crystal glass available as an option for an
additional fee.

Side view: large push-piece with Black Hard
Coating integrated into the case.
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EZM 3F with solid, expandable stainless steel
bracelet. (Case diameter: 41 mm)

EZM 13 with cowhide strap with alligator
embossing and contrasting stitching.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

EZM 3 with a black silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

Models EZM 3/EZM 13/EZM 3F
The mission timers with Magnetic Field Protection

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of the EZM 3 and the EZM 13 to a
diving depth of 500 m as well as
temperature resistance and function based
on EN250 and EN14143, the European
standards for diving equipment.

− Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Magnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Nickel-free case back
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Resistant to low pressure
•	EZM 3:
− Tested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
− Pressure-resistant up to 50 bar (= 500 m water depth),
certified by DNV GL*
− Diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting

EZM 3 – luminous.

Large picture:
EZM 3F with a dark-brown vintage-look
cowhide strap. (Case diameter: 41 mm)

•	EZM 13:
− Tested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
− Pressure-resistant up to 50 bar (= 500 m water depth),
certified by DNV GL*
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
– SINN movement SZ02 with a 60-second scale for the stopwatch minute
•	EZM 3F:
– Pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting
– Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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EZM 7 S with a cowhide strap featuring
contrasting stitching and integrated case.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

EZM 7 – case and stainless-steel bracelet
with TEGIMENT Technology. Solid,
expandable stainless-steel bracelet.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

EZM 7 with a red silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 43 mm)

Series EZM 7
The Mission Timer 7 — developed for the fire brigade
The Mission Timer (EZM) 7 with its colour-coded bezel is easy to operate,
making it child’s play for people using breathing protection apparatus
to set and read off the relevant durations – from CSA to LPA. We
have designed the EZM 7 for use in the most difficult conditions – it is
especially resilient to the penetration of water and dust, to scratches,
changes of temperature and the influence of magnetic forces. Ideal
for heavy-duty use by the fire brigade or rescue services.
EZM 7 S – luminous.

Side view of the EZM 7 S: with integrated
drying capsule.

Side view of the EZM 7 S: crown at left at
9 o’clock

Large image:
EZM 7 S with solid, expandable stainlesssteel bracelet. (Case diameter 43 mm)

–	Case made of stainless steel, bead-blasted with TEGIMENT
Technology and therefore especially scratch-resistant
− Nickel-free case back without TEGIMENT Technology
–	Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
– Second time zone on a 24-hour basis
–	Key operation bezel with minute ratcheting rotary in one direction
– Magnetic Field Protection up to 80,000 A/m
– Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
– Sapphire crystal glass
– Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
– Resistant to low pressure
•	EZM 7 S:
– Limited to 300 pieces
– Case made with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
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Perfect coordination is called for the moment an emergency call is received by the fire brigade control centre.
Regardless of whether a residential building is on fire, dangerous chemicals have escaped or there has been
an accident involving a hazardous-goods transporter — the fire brigade and rescue service teams are on the
scene immediately. All the rescue coordinators now need a clear overview of where they are in the rescue
schedule. SINN Spezialuhren provides a mission timer with bezel to time all the key operation times at the turn
of a ring: the EZM 7 (Einsatzzeitmesser = Mission Timer).

The Mission Timer 7 — developed for the fire brigade
A firefighter weighed down with heavy equipment
and breathing apparatus, feeling his way through
an unfamiliar building while confronted with smoke
and flammable gases, needs to concentrate 100%
on the task at hand: getting people out of harm’s
way, extinguishing the fire and preventing the
spread of dangerous substances. Firefighters are
very often tested to their physical limits. Which
makes it all the more important for the rescue
coordinators to know exactly how long the
individual teams have been in the building and this
is why the Mission Timer 7 was developed for the
fire brigade. Every single action counts during a fire
brigade call-out. When compressed-air breathing

apparatus is used, operations need to be carefully
timed by the operation chiefs to ensure the safety
of their teams. Safety times should not be
exceeded. There are strict breathing-protection
monitoring regulations. Each additional minute in
the rescue zone can put lives at risk because the
teams are at their physical limits when they pull
back out.

With the professional support of Chief Fire Inspector
Tomás Stanke, we have developed a mission timer
designed to make reading all the main operation
times stipulated in the German fire service manuals
(Feuerwehr-Dienstvorschrift) FwDV 7 and FwDV 500
as simple as possible. Featuring a
clear set of safety symbols and
the precision for which our
specialist watches have long
been renowned. From the maker
of genuine pilot’s watches and
certified diving watches made
from top-quality German
Submarine Steel: in situations
where your own safety can
depend on the reliability of your
mechanical watch, the EZM 7
passes the acid test every time.
Featuring innovative technologies
which help ensure impressive
levels of accuracy and reliability
Every single action counts during a fire brigade call-out.
even under the most severe
When compressed air breathing apparatus is used, operations need to be carefully timed
conditions.
by the operation chiefs to ensure their teams’ safety.
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Key operational times at a glance

The increasing risks faced by fire brigades in recent years have given
rise to enhanced technologies and resulted in stricter regulations.
Physiological limits and the times stipulated in the service manuals
FwDV 7 and FwDV 500 issued by the German fire service are used as
the basis for the following maximum operation times:
Using CSA (chemical protective suit): 20 min.
Using PA (compressed air):
30 min.
Using LPA (closed circuit):
60 min.

The schematic representation of the main
time phases for breathing protection and
NBC rescue operations permits times to be
read off at a glance.

Checks should be made at one-third and two-thirds of the maximum
operation time. The thirds are marked by points at 10, 20 and 40 on the
bezel. FwDV 500 states that the following times should not be exceeded
for NBC operations: standard decontamination (Dekon level II) must be
available for use after 15 minutes.

Green for Dekon II

Yellow for PA

Green/yellow for CSA

Red for LPA

Black circles marking the first
and second thirds of the maximum PA/LPA operation time.

Colour-coded bezel for breathing protection and
NBC rescue operations
We enlisted the services of Chief Fire Inspector Tomás Stanke to help us
design the colour-coded bezel and the pictogram on the dial. The
scales are based on the traffic light colours green, yellow and red and
help to provide a clear overview of the total durations in the first hour of
the rescue, the so-called “chaos phase”. They also show colour-coded
rescue times for operations involving protection suits, CSA, PA, Dekon II
and LPA.

The colour-coded bezel of the EZM 7
corresponds to the pictogram on the dial,
allowing the wearer to set and read off the
key operation times in no time.

The zero point of the bezel is set to the minute hand (zero position) at
the start of the rescue time to be measured. It can now be immediately
apparent when a team needs to be relieved, e.g. after 20 minutes in a
protective suit CSA (green/yellow), after 30 minutes using PA (yellow)
and after a maximum of 60 minutes using LPA (red). Clear overview: the
control points at 10, 20 and 40 minutes for the thirds’ checks for PA and
LPA operations. In NBC rescue operations, the time when Dekon II is
operational can be also be read off the green scale.
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EZM 9 TESTAF – case and bracelet made
of high-strength titanium with TEGIMENT
Technology. Solid, expandable titanium
bracelet with folding safety clasp.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

EZM 9 TESTAF – case made of high-strength
titanium with TEGIMENT Technology. Silicone
strap with integrated case.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Aachen University of Applied Sciences
tests and certifies the suitability of the EZM 9
TESTAF for professional use as a pilot watch
in accordance with the technical standard
for pilot watches (Technischer Standard
Fliegeruhren – TESTAF).

Model EZM 9 TESTAF
The TESTAF-certified pilot watch for professional use
Designed as instruments for professional use, our pilot watches must
satisfy extremely high requirements when it comes to reliability and
performance. In order to satisfy these requirements, this mission
timer was tested and certified by Aachen University of Applied
Sciences in accordance with the technical standard for pilot watches
(Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren – TESTAF). This ensures that the
EZM 9 TESTAF is qualified for professional use as a pilot watch to the
highest level.
EZM 9 TESTAF – luminous.

Side view of the EZM 9 TESTAF.

Side view with drying capsule.

Large picture:
EZM 9 TESTAF with a leather strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

− T ested and certified to the technical standard for pilot watches
by Aachen University of Applied Sciences (Technischer Standard
Fliegeruhren – TESTAF)
− Case made of high-strength titanium, bead-blasted
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from –45°C up to +80°C
− Captive pilot’s bezel with sapphire crystal glass insert
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
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T1 (EZM 14) with silicone strap and
expandable folding safety clasp.
(Case diameter: 45 mm)

T2 (EZM 15) with a silicone strap and
butterfly folding clasp.
(Case diameter: 41 mm)

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our models T1 (EZM 14) to a
diving depth of 1,000 m, the T2 (EZM 15) to a
diving depth of 2,000 m as well as
temperature resistance and function based
on EN250 and EN14143, the European
standards for diving equipment.

Models T1 (EZM 14) / T2 (EZM 15)
The high-strength titanium diving watch
with Captive Safety Bezel
− Case made of high-strength titanium, bead-blasted
− T ested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
−C
 aptive diver’s bezel with sophisticated guard to prevent accidental
misadjustment
−B
 ezel with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
− Arrow-shaped minute hand for clear reading of set time
−C
 olour-differentiated luminous paint for minute hand and key mark
on the bezel for clear reading of set time
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to 80°C
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Mission timer design for optimal readability
− Resistant to low pressure

T1 (EZM 14)/T2 (EZM 15) – luminous.
Colour-differentiated luminous paint for
minute hand and key mark on the bezel for
clear reading of set time.

•	T1 (EZM 14):
– Pressure-resistant up to 100 bar (= 1,000 m water depth),
certified by DNV GL*
•	T2 (EZM 15):
– Pressure-resistant up to 200 bar (= 2,000 m water depth),
certified by DNV GL*

Large picture:
T1 (EZM 14) with a solid, expandable titanium bracelet
and folding safety clasp. (Case diameter: 45 mm)

* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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U1000 (EZM 6) with a solid, expandable
stainless-steel bracelet and TEGIMENT
Technology. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

U1000 SDR (EZM 6) with a red silicone strap.
Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating on
a TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

U1000 S (EZM 6) with a silicone strap.
Case with Black Hard Coating on a
TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series U1000 (EZM 6)
The superlative diving chronograph

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our U1000 (EZM 6) series to a
diving depth of 1,000 m as well as
temperature resistance and function based
on EN250 and EN14143, the European
standards for diving equipment.

− Tested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
– SINN movement SZ02 with a 60-second scale for the stopwatch minute
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 100 bar (= 1,000 m water depth),
certified by DNV GL*
−C
 ase, crown and push-piece made of high-strength, seawaterresistant German Submarine Steel
−C
 ase made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore especially
scratch-resistant
−C
 aptive diver’s bezel with sophisticated guard to prevent accidental
misadjustment
− S apphire crystal glass
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− F unctionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
−C
 hronograph functions can be triggered even when the user is
wearing diving gloves to a nominal pressure of 100 bar
− Resistant to low pressure
•	U1000 S (EZM 6):
– Case made with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

U1000 (EZM 6) – luminous.

Large picture:
U1000 (EZM 6) with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

•	U1000 SDR (EZM 6):
– Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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U1 with a solid, expandable stainless-steel
bracelet. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

U1 with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

U1 SDR with a red silicone strap. Diver’s bezel
with Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT
Technology basis. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series U1
The diving watch made of German Submarine Steel

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our U1 series to a diving depth
of 1,000 m as well as temperature resistance
and function based on EN250 and EN14143,
the European standards for diving
equipment.

Clear readability thanks to a striking, distinctive design. Easily
adjustable rotating bezel, even when wearing gloves. Robust, waterresistant and pressure-resistant.
−C
 ase and crown made of high-strength, seawater-resistant
German Submarine Steel
− T ested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 100 bar (= 1,000 m water depth), tested and
certified by DNV GL*
–D
 iver’s bezel made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore
especially scratch-resistant
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Resistant to low pressure
• U1 SDR:
– Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

U1 – luminous.

Large picture:
U1 with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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U2 (EZM 5) with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

U2 SDR (EZM 5) with a solid, expandable
stainless-steel bracelet. Diver’s bezel
with Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT
Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

U2 S (EZM 5) with a solid, expandable
stainless-steel bracelet, with Black Hard
Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series U2 (EZM 5)
The mission timer made of German Submarine Steel

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our U2 (EZM 5) series to a
diving depth of 2,000 m as well as
temperature resistance and function based
on EN250 and EN14143, the European
standards for diving equipment.

U2 (EZM 5) – luminous.

Large picture:
U2 S (EZM 5) with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

The U2 is a professional mission timer – not least due to the fact that it is
made from genuine German Submarine Steel, a material with extreme
seawater resistance and the highest level of non-magnetic properties.
−C
 ase and crown made of high-strength, seawater-resistant
German Submarine Steel
− T ested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 200 bar (= 2,000 m water depth), certified by
DNV GL*
 iver’s bezel made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore
–D
especially scratch-resistant
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Second time zone on 24-hour basis
− Resistant to low pressure
• U2 SDR (EZM 5):
– Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
• U2 S (EZM 5):
– Case made with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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U200 (EZM 8) with a silicone strap with
butterfly folding clasp.
(Case diameter: 37 mm)

U200 (EZM 8) with a solid, expandable
stainless-steel bracelet.
(Case diameter: 37 mm)

U200 SDR (EZM 8) with a white silicone
strap. Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 37 mm)

Series U200 (EZM 8)
The mission timer made of German Submarine Steel

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our U200 (EZM 8) series to a
diving depth of 2,000 m as well as
temperature resistance and function based
on EN250 and EN14143, the European
standards for diving equipment.

U200 (EZM 8) – luminous.

Large picture:
U200 (EZM 8) with a solid, expandable
bracelet. (Case diameter: 37 mm)

The U200 is the perfect addition to our renowned series of U-models.
At the same time, the U200 fulfils the wish of many customers for
a U-series diving watch with a smaller diameter (37 mm) and lower
weight – without compromising on functionality.
−C
 ase and crown made of high-strength, seawater-resistant
German Submarine Steel
− T ested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 200 bar (= 2,000 m water depth), certified by
DNV GL*
–D
 iver’s bezel made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore
especially scratch-resistant
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Functionally reliable from −45°C up to +80°C
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Resistant to low pressure
•	U200 SDR (EZM 8):
– Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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U212 S E with a silicone strap.
(Case diameter: 47 mm)

U212 S E with a leather strap featuring an
integrated case.
(Case diameter: 47 mm)

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our U212 S E to a diving depth
of 1,000 m as well as temperature resistance
and function based on EN250 and EN14143,
the European standards for diving
equipment.

Model U212 S E
The diving watch made of German Submarine Steel

U212 S E – luminous.

U212 S E – back view.

Large picture:
U212 S E with a black leather strap.
(Case diameter: 47 mm)

The U212 S E is the only model with a diameter of 47 mm, making
it our biggest diving watch to date. The interplay between the
high-quality Black Hard Coating and the ivory-coloured coating for
indices, hands and numerals is truly striking. While the colouring is
in a vintage style, the features of the U212 S E are absolutely state of
the art. For example, the case and crown are made of high-strength
seawater-resistant German submarine steel, which makes the watch
suitable for saltwater diving. The U212 S E also features a captive
diver’s bezel and Ar-Dehumidifying Technology for greater functional
reliability and freedom from fogging. 300 U212 S E models are being
produced, each with an engraved limited-edition number.
− Limited to 300 pieces
 ase and crown made of high-strength, seawater-resistant
−C
German Submarine Steel
− T ested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
−P
 ressure-resistant up to 100 bar (= 1,000 m water depth), certified by
DNV GL*
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
– Black Hard Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
− Ar-Dehumidifying Technology enhances functional reliability
and freedom from fogging
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Resistant to low pressure
* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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UX (EZM 2B) with a red silicone strap.
Crown on right at 4 o’clock.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

UX SDR GSG 9 (EZM 2B) with a silicone strap.
Crown on left at 10 o’clock.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

UX S (EZM 2B) with a solid, expandable
stainless-steel bracelet and Black Hard
Coating on a TEGIMENT Technology basis.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series UX (EZM 2B)
The mission timer for special units

DNV GL* verifies and certifies the pressure
resistance of our UX (EZM 2B) series (diving
depth of case: 12,000 m, movement:
5,000 m) as well as temperature resistance
and function based on EN250 and EN14143,
the European standards for diving
equipment.

The UX (EZM 2B) is also readable under
water from every angle. A non-filled watch
acts like a mirror underwater from an
approximately 45° angle due to the total
reflection.

Large picture:
UX GSG 9 (EZM 2B) with a silicone strap.
Crown on left at 10 o’clock.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

The mission that made the special unit of the German Federal
Police, GSG 9, famous: rescuing the hijacked “Landshut” aircraft on
18 October 1977 in Mogadishu. Just as legendary as the reputation of
this maritime unit is the diving watch that they wear on their missions.
− Case and crown made of high-strength, seawater-resistant
German Submarine Steel
− Tested based on European diving equipment standards and
certified by DNV GL*
− Pressure resistance of the movement to 5,000 m and of the case
to 12,000 m, tested and certified by DNV GL*
− Thanks to HYDRO Technology, reflection-free readability underwater
from every angle and complete freedom from fogging
− Captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting
– Diver’s bezel made with TEGIMENT Technology and therefore
especially scratch-resistant
− Sapphire crystal glass
− High-precision quartz movement, temperature-stabilised
– Functionally reliable from −20°C up to +60°C
− Resistant to low pressure
•	UX SDR/UX SDR GSG 9 (EZM 2B):
– Diver’s bezel with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis
•	UX S/UX S GSG 9 (EZM 2B):
– Case made with Black Hard Coating
on a TEGIMENT Technology basis

* Formerly Germanischer Lloyd, Hamburg
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Classic Masterpieces and
Frankfurt Financial District Watch
These classic masterpieces are regarded as the “primus inter pares” (first among equals) in our product
range, as they represent an exceptional synthesis: real timepieces that captivate their owners with
aesthetic brilliance and outstanding functionality. For example, the models in the 6100 REGULATEUR series,
which offer impressive chronometer quality with the SZ04 movement.
Our Frankfurt Financial District Watches are distinguished by their connection with the city of Frankfurt, the
internationally renowned banking and stock exchange metropolis and how they have been home to our
company since 1961. Our close affiliation with Frankfurt was first documented in 1999 with the Frankfurt
Financial District Watch 6000. This led to a series of wonderful, functionally robust watches that display
several time zones and thus enjoy great popularity even beyond the city’s borders.
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1746 Porcelain – example of a dial with
a family crest (custom dial motifs possible).
(Case diameter: 42 mm)

1746 Classic – high-quality vitreous
enamel dial and date display.
(Case diameter: 42 mm)

1736 Classic – high-quality vitreous
enamel dial and date display.
(Case diameter: 36 mm)

Model 1736 Classic and Series 1746
Perfect elegance
A traditional watch design from the house of SINN, combining clearly
contrasting black and white with sheer elegance and technical
precision. A beautifully designed and elegant favourite for everyday
use. The stylish porcelain dials of the 1746 Classic underline the
individual personality of the wearer.
−
−
−
−
−
1746 Porcelain with individual motif. Here
the signature of Arthur Schopenhauer is
hand-painted on the dial, which is made
from the finest quality porcelain.
(Case diameter: 42 mm)

Case made of stainless steel, polished
Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
Exquisitely decorated movement
Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
Resistant to low pressure

•	1746 Porcelain:
– Hand-painted dial made from the finest quality porcelain
– Three river landscapes and three cityscapes, each in the colours
blue, purple and charcoal grey, and the municipal coat of arms
of Frankfurt am Main
– S trictly limited to just 25 pieces per motif and colour; custom motifs
available on request
•	1746 Classic:
– Case diameter: 42 mm

Porcelain painter working on a dial
with family crest.

•	1736 Classic:
– Case diameter: 36 mm

Large picture:
1746 Classic – vitreous enamel dial and date display. (Case diameter: 42 mm)
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The Pocket Watch 1910 made of sterling
silver (925/1000) with blue hands and
appliqués and a guilloche, silverelectroplated dial. (Case diameter: 53 mm)

The Pocket Watch 1910 comes without
engraving on the fine, sterling silver case
(925/1000). Custom engravings, such as the
skyline of Frankfurt am Main shown here,
are also possible. (Case diameter: 53 mm)

The Pocket Watch 1910 with a personal
touch in the form of a master-crafted flat
engraving, in this case, a monogram.
(Case diameter: 53 mm)

Model 1910
The classic pocket watch

The fine, exquisitely decorated pocket
watch movement Unitas 6498.

Large picture:
The classic Pocket Watch 1910.
(Case diameter: 53 mm)

Our company has been making exclusive pocket watches since
the very beginning. Collectors can still remember the “Double
Face” or the rapidly sold-out anniversary pocket watch from 1996,
celebrating the company’s 35th anniversary. With our exclusive
Pocket Watch 1910, we are continuing this tradition. In keeping with
the period style, this pocket watch has a traditional hand-wound
movement. Its elegant appearance is underlined by the guilloche,
silver-electroplated dial with blue hands and appliqués. Its simplicity
of form and material underscore the classic contours of the watch. It
is fitted with an elegant 25 cm-long fine-link chain made of sterling
silver. The standard version of the Pocket Watch 1910 features a spring
cover without engraving. As an optional extra, the watch can be
lent a personal touch in the form of a master-crafted flat engraving.
This hand engraving turns each and every watch into a distinct and
valuable timepiece. For example, for an additional fee, the spring
cover can be finished with a high-quality hand engraving of the
Frankfurt skyline or a monogram. If you would like to add a personal
touch, for an additional fee we can personalise your pocket watch
with a hand engraving.
−
−
−
−

Savonnette case and chain made of 925/1000 sterling silver
Custom flat engraving possible on request
Hand-wound movement, exquisitely decorated
Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial
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The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6000
with a black calfskin strap.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6099
with a solid bracelet and polished stainlesssteel case. (Case diameter: 41.5 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6030
with a solid bracelet and polished stainlesssteel case. (Case diameter: 34 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch
Series 6000 and models 6030/6099
− Exquisitely decorated movement
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Displays three time zones on a 12-hour basis
– Rotor engraving of the Frankfurt skyline
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
The models 6000, 6030 and 6099 each
come in a fine wooden case with a solid
stainless-steel bracelet, calfskin strap (model
6000 Rose Gold has a brown and black
alligator leather strap), a band replacement
tool, spare spring bars, an Eschenbach
watchmaker’s magnifying glass, a care cloth
and a brochure.

•	6000 Rose Gold:
– Case made of 18-carat rose gold
– DIAPAL – the lubricant-free anchor escapement
•6
 000:
– Case made of stainless steel, polished
•6
 030:
– Case made of stainless steel, polished
– Displays two time zones on a 12-hour basis
– Rotor engraving of the bull and bear
• 6099:
– Case made of stainless steel, polished

The white-gold anniversary version of our
Frankfurt Financial District Watch and the
platinum Frankfurt Financial District Watch
won the coveted “Goldene Unruh” in 2006
and 2012 respectively.

Large picture:
The Frankfurt Financial District Watch in rose
gold with a brown alligator leather strap.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)
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The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6033
with a fine-link bracelet.
(Case diameter: 34 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6033
with a black calfskin strap.
(Case diameter: 34 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6068
with a fine-link bracelet.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch
Models 6033/6068

The exquisitely decorated movement with
the blued screws is clearly visible through
the sapphire crystal glass.

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6033.
Luminous.

Large picture:
The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6068 with
black calfskin strap. (Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watches 6033 and 6068 are
distinguished by the clear overview they provide. Both watches are
the perfect combination of aesthetics and functionality. They are
shock-resistant, anti-magnetic, water-resistant, pressure-resistant up
to 10 bar and resistant to low pressure. They also display two time
zones on a 12-hour basis. The black electroplated dial with sunburst
decoration is set in a polished stainless-steel case, while the attached
appliqué, hour and minute hands are all coated with luminous paint.
For the crystal, we use sapphire crystal glass with an anti-reflective
coating on both sides. The exquisitely decorated movement with
rotor engraved with a bull and bear design is clearly visible through
the transparent case back made of sapphire crystal glass with antireflective coating on the inside. The watches are characterised by an
individual case diameter of 34 mm (6033) and 38.5 mm (6068).
− Case made of stainless steel, polished
– Displays two time zones on a 12-hour basis
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
–R
 otor engraving of the bull and bear
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
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The Frankfurt World Time Watch 6036 with
black electroplated dial with rhodiumplated appliqués, fine-link bracelet and
polished stainless-steel case.
(Case diameter: 34 mm)

The Frankfurt World Time Watch 6060
with black electroplated dial with rhodiumplated appliqués and black calfskin strap.
(Case diameter: 38.5 mm)

The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6090
with large date with a fine-link bracelet.
(Case diameter: 41.5 mm)

The Frankfurt World Time Watch (6036/6060)
The Frankfurt Financial District Watch
with calendar week display (6052)
The Frankfurt Financial District Watch with large date (6090)
− Exquisitely decorated movement
− Case made of stainless steel, polished
− Black electroplated dial with rhodium-plated appliqués
–R
 otor engraving of the bull and bear (models 6036, 6060, 6090)
or the Frankfurt skyline (model 6052)
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure

The models 6036, 6052, 6060 and 6090 each
come in a fine wooden case with a solid
stainless-steel bracelet, calf leather strap,
a band replacement tool, spare spring bars,
an Eschenbach watchmaker’s magnifying
glass, a care cloth and a brochure.

• 6036 /6060:
– Displays three time zones on a 12- and 24-hour basis
• 6090:
– Large date display
– Displays three time zones on a 12-hour basis
•	6052:
– SINN movement SZ03 with a 60-second scale for the stopwatch minute
– Calendar week display
– Centre-mounted date hand, weekday and month display

Large picture:
The Frankfurt Financial District Watch 6052
with calendar week display with black calfskin
strap. (Case diameter: 41.5 mm)
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6100 REGULATEUR Technik with a black
cowhide strap with alligator embossing.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

6100 REGULATEUR Classic 4N with golden
hands and appliqués. Brown leather strap
with alligator embossing.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

6100 REGULATEUR Classic B with blue hands
and appliqués. Blue leather strap with
alligator embossing.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series 6100 REGULATEUR
− Fine, exquisitely decorated Sinn SZ04 movement
with second stop function
– Hand-wound movement
− Glucydur screw balance
− Triovis precision-adjustment system
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
– Case made of stainless steel, polished/satinised
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
The exquisitely decorated movement with
the blued screws is clearly visible through
the sapphire crystal glass.

•	6100 REGULATEUR Rose Gold:
– Case made of 18-carat rose gold
– Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial
•	6100 REGULATEUR Classic 4N:
– Golden hands and appliqués
– Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial
•	6100 REGULATEUR Classic B:
– Blue hands and appliqués
– Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial

The 6100 REGULATEUR Rose Gold was
awarded the coveted “Goldene Unruh”
in 2008 and 2010.
Large picture:
6100 REGULATEUR Rose Gold with a cognacbrown alligator leather strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

• 6100 REGULATEUR Technik:
– Black electroplated dial
– Hands coated with special luminous colour
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6110 Classic B with a blue cowhide strap
with alligator embossing. Guilloche,
silver-electroplated dial, blue hands and
appliqués. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

6110 Technik with a black cowhide
strap with alligator embossing. Black
electroplated dial. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

6110 Rose Gold S with a black alligator
leather strap. Guilloche, black electroplated
dial, golden hands and appliqués.
Case made of 18-carat rose gold.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)

Series 6110
− Glucydur screw balance
− Triovis precision-adjustment system
− Hand-wound movement
− Second stop function for accurate time adjustment
− Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	6110 Rose Gold:
– Case made of 18-carat rose gold
– Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial
6110 Classic 4N – with golden hands and
appliqués. (Case diameter: 44 mm)

•	6110 Rose Gold S:
– Case made of 18-carat rose gold
– Guilloche, black electroplated dial
•	6110 Classic B/4N:
– Case made of stainless steel, polished/satinised
– Guilloche, silver-electroplated dial
•	6110 Technik:
– Case made of stainless steel, polished/satinised
– Black electroplated dial with sunburst decoration
– Hands coated with special luminous colour

The fine, exquisitely decorated movement
with the blued screws is clearly visible
through the sapphire crystal glass.

Large picture:
6110 Rose Gold with a brown alligator leather strap.
(Case diameter: 44 mm)
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Ladies’ Watches
Our ladies’ watches simultaneously adorn and underscore the individuality and personality of the wearer.
The appearance of the watches is defined by feminine elegance and artistry. The inner mechanisms by
functionality and technology. The watches are not only extremely beautiful, but also ideal for everyday
use: water-resistant, shock-resistant and anti-magnetic. In other words, precisely what you should expect
from a ladies’ SINN.
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243 TW66 WG A with a white cowhide strap
with alligator embossing. Charcoal grey
and matte circular-grained electroplated
dial. (Case 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

243 TW66 WG K with a brown cowhide strap
with alligator embossing. Guilloche, lightcoloured copper-electroplated dial.
(Case 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

243 TW66 WG M with a fine-link titanium
bracelet. Mocca-brown dial, with sunburst
decoration. (Case 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

Series 243 TW66 WG
The elegant ladies’ watch with diamonds
Classic design for an elegant, feminine look: these are the timelessly
beautiful ladies’ watches of the 243 TW66 WG series with their five
different attractive dials.
–D
 ecorative bezel made of 18-carat white gold with 66 diamonds in
Top Wesselton quality
− Case made of high-strength titanium, polished
– Appliqués meticulously set by hand
− Sapphire crystal glass
− Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
− Resistant to low pressure
•	243 TW66 WG A:
– Charcoal-grey electroplated dial, matte circular-grained
243 TW66 WG S – black electroplated dial,
with sunburst decoration. Fine-link titanium
bracelet. (Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

•	243 TW66 WG K:
– Guilloche, copper-electroplated dial
•	243 TW66 WG M:
– Mocca-brown dial, with sunburst decoration
•	243 TW66 WG Mother-of-Pearl W:
– Shimmering white mother-of-pearl dial

Large picture:
243 TW66 WG Mother-of-Pearl W with
shimmering white mother-of-pearl dial.
Fine-link titanium bracelet.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm)

•	243 TW66 WG S:
– Black electroplated dial, with sunburst decoration
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243 Ti A with a black cowhide strap.
Anthracite electroplated dial.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

243 Ti K with a fine-link bracelet.
Guilloche, light-coloured copperelectroplated dial.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

243 Ti Mother-of-Pearl W with a black
cowhide strap with alligator embossing.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

Model 243
The elegant ladies’ watch
The overall appearance of our ladies’ watches in series 243 has been
deliberately kept simple, conveying classic elegance and feminine
appeal at first glance.
– Case made of high-strength titanium, polished
– Sapphire crystal glass
– Appliqués meticulously set by hand
– Pressure-resistant up to 10 bar (= 100 m water depth)
– Resistant to low pressure
•	243 Ti A:
– Charcoal-grey electroplated dial, matte circular-grained
•	243 Ti K:
– Guilloche, copper-electroplated dial
243 Ti M with a brown cowhide strap with
alligator embossing and mocca brown dial.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm, fig.: 1:1)

•	243 Ti M:
– Mocca brown dial, with sunburst decoration
•	243 Ti Mother-of-Pearl W:
– Shimmering white mother-of-pearl dial
•	243 Ti S (not shown):
– Black electroplated dial, with sunburst decoration

Large picture:
243 Ti Z S – fine-link titanium bracelet.
(Case: 22.5 × 29.5 mm)

•	243 Ti Z S:
– Decorative bezel made of zirconium oxide
– Black electroplated dial, with sunburst decoration
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456 St GG Mother-of-Pearl W – shimmering
white mother-of-pearl dial and decorative
18-carat-gold bezel.
(Case diameter: 28 mm, fig.: 1:1)

456 TW12 – 18-carat-gold bezel and
12 Top Wesselton diamonds on the dial.
(Case diameter: 28 mm, fig.: 1:1)

456 TW70 GG with a solid bracelet.
18-carat-gold bezel and 70 Top Wesselton
diamonds. (Case diameter: 28 mm, fig.: 1:1)

Series 456
The classic ladies’ watch
These SINN timepieces are luxury for the wrist. Set with glamorous
diamonds. A special treat for aficionados who love exclusive designs.
Timelessly elegant. Yet still suitable for everyday use.
−
−
−
−
Back view of the 456 TW70 GG.
(Case diameter: 28 mm, fig.: 1:1)

Case made of stainless steel, polished
Sapphire crystal glass on both sides
Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= 200 m water depth)
Resistant to low pressure

•	456 TW70 GG:
– Decorative bezel made of 18-carat yellow gold and 70 diamonds
(0.63 carat) in Top Wesselton quality (58 diamonds in the
decorative bezel and 12 diamonds on the dial)
•	456 TW70 WG:
– Decorative bezel made of 18-carat white gold and 70 diamonds
(0.63 carat) in Top Wesselton quality (58 diamonds in the
decorative bezel and 12 diamonds on the dial)
•	456 TW12:
– Decorative bezel made of 18-carat yellow gold and 12 diamonds
(0.108 carat) in Top Wesselton quality on the dial

Clearly visible: the high-quality, individually
set Top Wesselton diamonds.

Large picture:
456 TW70 WG – 18-carat-white-gold bezel
and 70 Top Wesselton diamonds.
(Case diameter: 28 mm)

•	456 St GG Mother-of-Pearl W:
– Decorative bezel made of 18-carat yellow gold
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Reports and Technical Data
SINN designs watches that fulfil not only aesthetic, but also highly practical needs. The needs of people
who enjoy life to the full. And who must be able to totally rely on their watches even under the most
extreme conditions. As well as on maximum functionality, robustness and certified quality. Learn more
about the people who choose SINN watches. And about the rigorous tests our innovations endure before
being put to practical use.
Get to know the makers of our technologically advanced cases: Sächsische Uhrentechnologie GmbH
(SUG) in Glashütte. Also presented in this brochure are our mission timers, which are designed for use in
specific missions. High-quality mechanical movements are at the heart of every SINN watch. Here we
work exclusively with quality manufacturers, which we introduce to you on pages 132–133.
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The EZM 10 and 103 Ti Ar on board a high-performance helicopter
Extreme testing as part of the campaign for approval of the Eurocopter 145 T2
The development of the first technical standard for pilot watches (Technischer Standard Fliegeruhren –
TESTAF) was accompanied and supported by renowned helicopter manufacturer Airbus Helicopters* from
Donauwörth in Bavaria. TESTAF ensures that a pilot watch meets all time measurement requirements during
flight operations in accordance with visual and instrument flight rules and is qualified for professional use to
the highest level.
As part of TESTAF, initiated by Sinn Spezialuhren with
the Department of Aerospace Technology at the
Aachen University of Applied Sciences (FH) under
the guidance of chartered engineer Professor Frank
Janser, the university’s test engineers developed
numerous lab tests. Thanks to the collaborative partnership with Airbus Helicopters*, it was possible to
conduct extensive concurrent tests during extreme
flight testing for the EC145 T2, the latest high-performance helicopter in the Airbus Helicopters* fleet.
Determining a helicopter’s performance limits under
extreme conditions is done prior to the approval
procedure. Chartered engineer Michael Herr, vice
president and national quality director for Germa-

ny at Airbus Helicopters*, and chartered engineer
Volker Bau, chief test pilot at Airbus Helicopters*,
were also instrumental in testing our watches. Volker
Bau and his team in particular tested the theoretical
knowledge gained as part of the practical prototype tests of the EC145 T2. They carried out numerous
investigations in the so-called hot and cold tests,
as well as in attempts at height in the deserts of the
US, as well as in the Rocky Mountains and the polar
deserts of Canada. Our EZM 10 and 103 Ti Ar pilot’s
watches were always on board – or rather, on the
wrist. In the cold test, for example, the watches were
worn unprotected over the aviator jumpsuit in temperatures as low as –45°C.

Campaign to approve the new EC145 T2
The EC145 T2, a civil multi-mission and rescue helicopter, is a further development of the BK117 group. The
helicopter boasts greater engine power, a modified main gearbox and an ultra-modern Fenestron (shrouded
tail rotor) to counteract torque. The main focus in the development was on obtaining strong single-engine and
high-altitude flight performance.
The prototype had its maiden flight on 25 June 2010 in Donauwörth
and was piloted by Volker Bau and Carl Ockier. In order to ensure
that the helicopter can be deployed anywhere in the world, it had to
be tested under extreme environmental conditions. To this end, the
helicopter was equipped with a state-of-the-art measurement system
which can keep track of over 400 sensors. The data could then be
monitored online by the engineers in the ground station, especially for
critical flights. As part of the approval campaign, the flights lasted up
to two hours and demanded maximum concentration from the crew,
particularly when determining the performance limits of the helicopter.
The data obtained during these flights was then used for international
approval and incorporated into the flight manual. Based on the results
of the test flights, the EC145 T2 is approved for a temperature range of
Flight test engineer Hubert Müller during the
–45°C to +50°C and a maximum altitude of 20,000 ft (1 ft = 0.3048 m,
hot-climate tests. Temperatures rose to +60°C
20,000 ft = 6,100 m).
in the cockpit.
* Formerly Eurocopter
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List of requirements
The list of technical and functional specifications
describe precisely and unambiguously the
time measurement requirements during flight
in the following categories. In the first series of
experiments, the EZM 10, 103 Ti UTC and 103 Ti Ar
were tested to ensure that they meet the
extensive list of requirements (see photos, right).
We had to make a number of adjustments to the
three watches to ensure that they met all the test
criteria. They then passed all the tests with flying
colours. This is attested to by a certificate and the
TESTAF quality seal on the dial.

Differential pressure test: the EZM 10 must withstand alternating
ambient pressure levels.

1. Functionality
• Required functions during flights operating
under visual and instrument flight rules
• Readability in daylight and in darkness
• Good operability
• Accuracy and power reserve

2. Resistance to external stress
• Absolute and cyclical ambient pressure
changes
• Operative temperature range and rapid
temperature change
• Shock and impact resistance, G-forces and
vibration
• Resistance to water and other aviation fluids
• Effects of magnetic fields on the watch

Dynamic G-force test on the 103 Ti Ar.

3. Safety and compatibility with other instruments
• Effects of the watch’s magnetic signature on
avionics
• Avoidance of reflections and dazzle
• Appropriate form
• Secure strap fastening
TESTAF can be downloaded free of charge as a
scientific publication from www.testaf.org.
A pilot’s watch such as the EZM 10 must have no magnetic influence on
the emergency compass.
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The treasures of the North Sea are its stories
Wreck diver Andreas Peters counts on the U1000
“North Sea expeditions are a hobby of mine. I love wreck diving and I’m a keen treasure hunter.” These are
the words of a man who has been diving for sunken ships in the North Sea since 1998. Andreas Peters was
born in 1973, and raised in the town of Meldorf in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. As a professional technical
diver, he is driven by an extraordinary passion.
Although actually a navigator with ship master’s certificate, he doesn’t mind being referred to as an ‘adventurer’. After all, wreck diving is very different to conventional scuba diving. “Being a technical diver, I work
with extremes. I never know what to expect down there, so I have to be fully prepared.”
So unpredictable – the rough North Sea
His favourite place to dive is the North Sea, which doesn’t make his
job any easier. Regarded as one of the most challenging stretches
of water in the world, Andreas Peters is among the few who dare to
search there. The North Sea is said to be rough – and with good reason.
Visibility is often poor, varying between 20 metres and virtually nil, with
underwater lamps having little effect. There is often no current; but
suddenly, it becomes so severe that divers run the risk of being swept
away. Being a tidal water also means that the North Sea is prone to
dangerous tidal currents caused by ebb and flow.
On the seabed: one of the world’s biggest ship graveyards
So why is Andreas so hung up on the North Sea? The answer lies in
2,000 years of shipping history. At the bottom of this deep dark sea lies
one of the world’s biggest ship graveyards. There are 50,000 wrecks
throughout the North Sea. Over 4,000 can be found in the German
Bight alone. From medieval sailing vessels and warships to transport
and passenger ships, fishing cutters and recreational craft. So far, he
has dived down to around 450 wrecks.
Discovering the Cimbria
One of his most spectacular coups was the discovery of the SS Cimbria,
Germany’s Titanic. The immigrant ship sank in thick fog on 19 January
1883 near Borkum while sailing from Hamburg to New York. 437 people
lost their lives. On making this discovery, wreck diving took on a whole
new meaning for Andreas. “I began to realise that people, their stories
and their fates are more precious than any amount of silver or gold.
Since realising this, I’m convinced that stories are the real treasures
to be salvaged. That’s because more is lost with the sinking of a ship.
What were the dreams, hopes and fears of these people? How did they
live? Where were they from? I search for the answers to these questions
when preparing for the project and when diving”, he says, describing
his mission.
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Andreas Peters sporting the U1000. He sees
the diving chronograph as an additional
piece of safety equipment.

The North Sea is regarded by divers as one
of the most challenging stretches of water
in the world due to the poor visibility and
unpredictable currents.

Shaping history
Andreas Peters is therefore more
of a ‘story finder’ and ‘restorer’.
His role is to lend a voice to those
who no longer have one. How?
By bringing to light and giving
a voice to finds, or artefacts, that
bear witness to historical events.
For example, in the case of the
Cimbria, by way of an exhibition
and a book, making it accessible
Andreas Peters has been searching for sunken ships in the North Sea since 1998. On the
to the public. “There is a story
seabed lies one of the world’s biggest ship graveyards. There are 50,000 wrecks throughout
the North Sea and over 4,000 in the German Bight.
behind each and every find.
A story that I would like to tell and thus shape history. Often it comes down to chance, too. For instance, I got
a call from the great-grandchild of the captain of the Cimbria. At times like this I realise that history is alive!
I’ve also been contacted during other projects by surviving relatives. Such encounters set my pulse racing
and give me goosebumps. These are my silver and gold. While diving, just imagining what dramatic scenes
must have taken place affects me greatly and induces a sense of excitement and curiosity. Thanks to the
artefacts and talking to those left behind, I am able to bridge the gap between past events and the knowledge we possess today.”
The U1000: the perfect additional piece of safety equipment
Aside from investigative attempts to recall the past, technical diving is the most extreme form of scuba diving, involving professionals such as Andreas Peters exploring territory unreachable by scuba divers. Technical diving is much more difficult, entails greater risks and leaves little room for error. In order to minimise
the risks, specially configured diving equipment, knowledge of the area and waters, plenty of experience
and good preparation is needed. Particular attention must also be paid to vital backup equipment. This
is where the U1000 comes in. “Although I use a modern diving computer, every field expert knows never to
dive without additional safety equipment such as the U1000. The battery on the diving computer could run
out or computing errors could occur. This is ruled out with the U1000 mechanical chronograph which, for
me, is essential diving equipment. It is 100% reliable.”
Perfect readability, even when visibility is poor
The demands placed on the watch are extremely high due to the rough North Sea conditions. “The name
Sinn Spezialuhren has gained a reputation amongst technical divers for its high quality. And truth be told,
the U1000 has never let me down. Not only do the functions work perfectly underwater, but unlike the small,
often difficult-to-read digital numbers displayed on diving computers, the watch boasts perfect readability,
which is paramount when visibility is poor. I also value the high level of wearer comfort, not to mention its
durability, as the watch is constantly at risk of being hit. I would recommend this device to all extreme divers.”
No wonder he rates the U1000 better than any other diving watch used. It will also be accompanying him
on future exploratory missions, as there are still at least two wrecks out there that he has long been keen to
find. One day he will find them, somewhere at the bottom of the North Sea, and tell their stories.
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Sächsische Uhrentechnologie GmbH (SUG), Glashütte
Factory for high-tech watch cases
Toward the end of the tour of the German Horological Museum in Glashütte, visitors find themselves in
a brightly lit room containing a handful of white display cabinets in which renowned local clock and
watchmakers display a selection of their wares. Information panels point out the special features of each
model and company. While examining the items on display, visitors sometimes do a double take – one of
the companies being showcased produces technologically sophisticated cases, in contrast to the finished
luxury watches made by the other exhibitors. The company in question is Sächsische Uhrentechnologie
GmbH (SUG) based in Glashütte, a company that has earned its place among the other historical
manufacturers presented at the museum.

The move to independence
What factors led to the founding of SUG? Having
worked for Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe, Ronald Boldt
was also familiar with the suppliers of watch cases.
He observed two things: that the market was relatively
small and manageable, and that there was room for
improvement in terms of production quality. Why not
do it himself, he thought. He set up his own company
in 1999 along with two partners, one of whom was
Lothar Schmidt. As so often happens in life, this was
the result of a happy coincidence: Ronald Boldt was
looking for business partners to help establish a new
company, and Lothar Schmidt was looking for a new
supplier of high-quality watch cases for SINN. The
two men had met before in the tight-knit horological

community of Glashütte, and they wasted no time
in discussing their options. And so the cornerstone
was laid. When a disastrous flood destroyed SUG’s
premises in 2002, Lothar Schmidt acquired the shares
of the third partner, further cementing the already
successful partnership between Ronald Boldt and
Lothar Schmidt. Today, after more than ten years,
Ronald Boldt regards the alliance as exemplary and
views the business relationship as one which both
sides continue to care about passionately. After all,
both are engineers who speak the same language
and who get along well, both professionally and
personally.

Nothing escapes his critical gaze: Dr Ronald Boldt checking a case. The 3D shop drawing, specially designed for use by the production
department, can be seen in the background. This drawing constitutes the first step in the process of producing a SINN watch case.
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Flexible, start-to-finish manufacturing of small
production runs
And so SUG has supplied SINN with watch cases ever
since being founded. The small Saxon company has
grown from its humble origins into one of the leading
manufacturers in the field. In terms of finding and
implementing the best solutions, SUG’s quality and
production processes are on a technological par
with those of the best manufacturers in the business –
anywhere in Europe! This is evidenced by the list of
renowned watchmakers that entrust their production
secrets to SUG and commission the company to
manufacture watch cases for them. SUG’s success is a
monument to the outstanding expertise the company
has accrued over the years, and to its proven ability
to come up with unique solutions, again and again.
Another advantage of the company is its ability to
provide extremely flexible, start-to-finish manufacturing
of small production runs in premium quality, including
design, CNC machining, finishing and assembly. The
result is a finished watch case assembled completely
to the desired specifications. Being able to perform
tasks other manufacturers would balk at requires not
only experience, but also creativity and passion – all of
which are in ample supply at SUG. The company has
succeeded in taking even the most demanding watch
case designs through to series production readiness.
“We are not an easy act to follow,” says Ronald Boldt
with pride.

A job for goldsmiths and toolmakers
In other words, there are no limits to what his
employees can make. And SINN cases are
distinguished by their typical characteristics. They
comprise individual components such as push-pieces,
crowns, bezels, seals, backs, screws and springs, and
are three-dimensional structures made of stainless
steel, titanium, gold or – in the case of SINN diver’s
watches – submarine steel. That requires specially
developed tools and technologies – and not only for
the manufacturing process. Watch cases are also
characterised by their need to meet both aesthetic
and technological demands. Ronald Boldt describes
it aptly: “Making a watch case requires you to be
both a goldsmith and a toolmaker.” The first step in
this symbiosis of workmanship involves creating a
production-ready, photorealistic 3D design on the
basis of the specifications. After fine-tuning and
approving the design, Ronald Boldt prepares the sets
of drawings for the individual components and the
tools that will be used to complete the second step in
the production process. “This is value creation in the
truest sense of the word. You take a workpiece – a
rod, disc or circular blank – and lathe and mill it to
create the finished components.” The subsequent
third step involves what he calls “artistic handiwork”
– the finishing process, i.e. grinding and polishing the
surface of the case. ”The results must be outstanding,
because if they are not outstanding, they are rejected,”
he says in reference to the extremely high quality
standards that leave no room for compromise. Finally,
the individual components are assembled to create
the finished product. The completed cases are then
tested for pressure and water resistance and sent to
SINN. The next step in the process of creating a highquality special watch is carried out in Frankfurt am
Main. It involves not only assembling and installing the
movement, dial, hands and strap/bracelet, but above
all integrating the SINN technologies.

Machining a watch case using a state-of-the-art CNC machine.
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SINN cases – a creative challenge
Each SINN case is given an individual quality
assurance number, making it a unique specimen
that must be water-resistant and protect the sensitive
interior workings from dust and impact after assembly.
But there is an additional element involved which,
according to Ronald Boldt, “presents an ongoing
creative challenge.” He is referring to the fact that
SUG also manufactures cases for the pilot’s and
diver’s watches, i.e. models which SINN has specially
developed for use by professionals. They feature such
technologies as HYDRO, Special Oil, Ar-Dehumidifying
Technology, DIAPAL, TEGIMENT and Magnetic Field
Protection – as well as extras like captive bezels and
high-pressure resistance. And all of these technical
features that are so characteristic of SINN watches
place enormous demands on the construction and
manufacturing of the cases. There are no off-thepeg solutions to these difficult tasks. Which means
the SUG staff must constantly be searching for new
methods and approaches. “This is an area where
SINN Spezialuhren lives up to its name – these
are truly ‘special watches’,” says Ronald Boldt.
Take the U2 diving watch, for example: what other
manufacturer is called upon to make a watch case
out of submarine steel, a material that is scarcely ever
used for watches? And the case must be capable of
integrating Ar-Dehumidifying Technology and Special
Oil, and it must fulfil the stringent testing requirements
of Germanischer Lloyd in terms of pressure resistance,
temperature resistance and functionality.

What makes a watch a “special watch”
It is therefore crucial for SINN watch cases to fulfil
these technical demands. In addition to protecting
the movement, the case also has to ensure smooth
operation of the watch’s various technological
features. And there is a further factor: the ideas behind
the technologies are realised in two important steps,
namely the engineering design at the drafting table
and the actual production on the CNC machine. In
other words, it is the cases made by SUG in collaboration
with the SINN development engineers that make SINN
watches “special watches”. “Many of the technologies
in SINN watches are made possible by the special
construction of the watch case,” explains Ronald Boldt.
Magnetic Field Protection, for example, requires the use
of special materials developed to provide the particular
characteristics required by the case. Of course, he is not
revealing what those traits are.

The utmost precision is required when pressing in the sapphire
crystal glass.

The U1000 being pressure tested to 125 bar (nominal pressure 100 bar plus 25% safety allowance).
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From the idea through to production readiness
The development of the D3 System is a good
example of the process from the initial concept by
SINN engineers to series production of the case by
SUG. This horological innovation creates a seamless
seal by inserting the push-piece pins and crown
shafts directly in a specially finished drill hole in the
case (the name D3 comes from “Direkt Doppel
Dichtend”, the German words for “direct double
sealing”). The D3 System permits the crown and
push-piece to be integrated in the case, providing
reliable protection from lateral impact and the
penetration of dust or moisture. “The D3 System
is a simple and effective sealing method that is
both reliable and easy to assemble and service. It
provides a better seal because it has fewer transition
points between the interior and the exterior. But
actually realising and implementing this solution was
a real challenge in terms of design and production,”
Boldt explains.
A brand in case manufacture
SUG has now made a name for itself in the
watchmaking industry and is regarded as a
recognised brand in case manufacturing. The
products created with the utmost precision are
considered proof of outstanding quality, especially
amongst industry experts. For Ronald Boldt, this
recognition is the result of years of consistently good
work. “It is very important that industry experts know
who we are. That these experts are familiar with
and value our work and trust that we can handle
virtually any case-making task.” It is therefore only
fitting that SUG is featured in a display case at
the German Horological Museum in Glashütte,
where visitors learn what the company stands for –
technologically sophisticated cases and first-class
precision engineering from one of Germany’s most
traditional watchmaking regions.

During final assembly, the individual components are pieced
together to form complete cases, as shown here by the EZM 7
mission timer for the fire service.

Dr Ronald Boldt, born in 1947, completed vocational
training in mechanical engineering in Leipzig before
earning a degree (Dipl-Ing.) in precision engineering
at the Technical University in Dresden. From 1977 to
1989, he worked as a design engineer for special
machinery at VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe (GUB).
Beginning in 1990, he served as the company’s
head design engineer and authorised signatory for
the technology division, and was also responsible
for technology and quality assurance. Under his
leadership, the East German company made
the transition from large-scale producer to flexible
manufacturer of small parts. He was also heavily
involved in developing the first high-quality
mechanical calibre (automatic movement 1-1030) produced by the company after a long hiatus.
He co-founded SUG in December of 1999 together
with Lothar Schmidt (Dipl-Ing,), the owner of Sinn
Spezialuhren. He has been co-owner and manageing
director since 1 April 1999. Under his leadership, the
company has grown from a three-man operation
into one of Europe’s most renowned manufacturers
of watch cases. Provisions have already been made
to ensure the company continues on its successful
course: son Daniel Boldt is now manageing director
of the company, too. The industrial engineer is well
acquainted with SUG and is in charge of purchasing,
production planning and organisation.
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We design our Mission Timers (EZM models) for
use by professionals for whom being able to time
events precisely and quickly could mean the
difference between life and death. These include
special forces such as the maritime unit of the
Border Protection Group 9 of the Federal Police, the
GSG 9 unit, the fire brigade or divers on professional
missions. This is why all our Mission Timers are
developed with particular functions in mind. They
embody the SINN philosophy of allowing functional
and handling factors to define the form.

EZM 1

As a consequence, the design of our Mission
Timers concentrates on the essential features.  They
are all distinguished by their superior readability
and rapid time-recording characteristics. Some
Mission Timers are equipped with special functions
depending on their field of use.

1997 to 2005
2008 in a limited special edition

EZM 2

EZM 2B

1997 to 2005

Pages 92–93
Since 1997

Designed as a diving watch for professional use.
The display design has been reduced to an absolute
minimum for optimum readability and perfect time
measurement. Thanks to the use of HYDRO Technology,
this mission timer is reflection-free and offers perfect
underwater readability from any angle, absolute freedom
from fogging and is particularly pressure-resistant.
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Developed for special units of the German Federal Police
Force and the German Customs Service.
The display has been reduced to the absolute essentials:
optimum readability and perfect measurement of time. A
special feature is the centre-mounted jump 60-minute stop
hand.

Developed for the maritime unit of the Border Protection
Group 9 of the Federal Police, GSG 9.
Thanks to the use of HYDRO Technology, this Mission Timer
is reflection-free and offers perfect underwater readability
from any angle, absolute freedom from fogging and pressure
resistance at all possible diving depths.

EZM 3

EZM 3F

Page 73
Since 2001

Pages 72 –73
Since 2015

Developed for professional use by divers.

Designed as a pilot watch with Magnetic Field Protection.

All functions and printed elements on the dial which are not
directly relevant for diving are visually moderated in red.

Featuring a countdown pilot’s bezel with minute ratcheting,
which can be rotated on both sides.
Pressure-resistant up to 20 bar (= water depth of 200 m).

EZM 4

EZM 5

2001 to 2005

Pages 86–87
Since 2005

Developed for use by fire brigades and rescue services.
The display features a pulsometer scale and a measurement
scale for monitoring time limits during operations involving
breathing apparatus.

Developed for professional use by divers.
The display of the 24-hour second time zone is visually
moderated in red as this function is not directly relevant
during dives.
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EZM 6

EZM 7

Pages 82–83
Since 2008

Pages 74–77
Since 2010

Designed as a diving watch for professional use.

Developed for use by fire brigades and rescue services on
the basis of German fire service regulations FwDV 7 and FwDV
500. Specially designed for task force commanders and those
responsible for monitoring and checking breathing protection
equipment.

The SZ02 used here is characterised by an off-centre
60-minute counter. Flat, non-screw-fastened, large-format
push-pieces ensure that chronograph functions can be
triggered accurately even when the user is wearing diving
gloves.

The colour-coded bezel allows users to set and read off the key
mission times for breathing equipment users.

EZM 8

EZM 9

Pages 88–89
Since 2010

Pages 78–79
Since 2014

Developed for professional use by divers.

Developed for professional use by pilots.

All functions and printed elements on the dial which are not
directly relevant for diving are visually moderated in red.

Tested and certified to the technical standard for pilot
watches (TESTAF).
Fitted with a case made of high-strength titanium and a
captive pilot’s bezel.
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EZM 10

EZM 13

Pages 70–71
Since 2011

Pages 73
Since 2014

Developed for professional use by pilots.

Designed as a diving watch for professional use.

The stop function is equipped with a centre-mounted jump
60-minute stop hand. The coating of orange-coloured
daylight luminous paint means that the stop function stands
out clearly under UV light in darkened cockpits.

Stop function with an off-centre 60-minute stop hand. Fitted
with a captive diver’s bezel with minute ratcheting.

EZM 14

EZM 15

Pages 80–81
Since 2013

Page 81
Since 2013

Designed as a diving watch for professional use.

Designed as a diving watch for professional use.

Fitted with a captive diver’s bezel with sophisticated guard
to prevent accidental misadjustment. Pressure-resistant up
to 1,000 m (equal to 100 bar).

Fitted with a captive diver’s bezel with sophisticated guard
to prevent accidental misadjustment. Pressure-resistant up
to 2,000 m (equal to 200 bar).
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High-quality mechanical movements
Quality manufacturers guarantee precision and reliability
In addition to technology, the heart of any SINN watch is the fascinating mechanical movement. This
always guarantees, for example, the accurate display of the current time, elapsed time or date. The
movement thus plays an elementary role. The demands placed on the intricate technology are therefore
extremely high. The movements must function precisely and reliably in addition to being well engineered,
and provide outstanding accuracy. They must also guarantee consistently high quality, which always
constitutes a challenge – especially for large production volumes. That is why we rely only on selected
renowned manufacturers. Long-established movement manufacturers with proven experience, with
whom we have worked successfully for many years. We value these manufacturers for their flexibility, too,
because they produce the movements in parts according to our design specifications or fill them, for
example, with SINN special oil. But most importantly, the movements we receive from our manufacturers
and build into our watches are of outstanding quality.

ETA SA Manufacture Horlogère Suisse, Grenchen, Switzerland
The roots of the traditional Swiss company date back to 1793. Drawing on this experience,
the Swatch Group company ETA SA develops and produces a wide range of calibres.
Its most popular movements include the pocket watch movement Unitas featuring
a manual winding mechanism, and the automatic chronograph movement Valjoux.
With over 20 locations and annual production reaching into the millions, ETA SA is one of
the biggest movement manufacturers in the world. Despite such huge volumes, ETA SA
produces movements of consistently high quality. Which is also why experts regard the
name ETA SA as being synonymous with the best materials, precision and reliability.

SELLITA WATCH CO SA, La Chaux de Fonds, Switzerland
This independent Swiss company was founded in 1950. Sellita specialises in the
development, production and assembly of proprietary mechanical movements. As
a leading manufacturer with a considerable production volume, Sellita has gained
a reputation in the industry for producing movements according to the highest quality
standards. Strict production standards and an eye for even the finest of details allow for
a certain degree of flexibility and enable us to meet individual customer requirements
in exclusive complications or production volumes. Sellita offers a wide range of different
high-quality calibres, with new additions expected to follow in the future.
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Soprod SA, Les Reussilles, Switzerland
Founded in 1966, this long-established Swiss company has been part of the Festina Group
since 2008. The Festina Group specialises in the construction of watches, movements and
movement parts. Within the Festina Group, Soprod is responsible for manufacturing highquality movements and components. Since its foundation, Soprod has made a name
for itself with the development of proprietary movements constituting the key production
mainstay. In addition, Soprod develops and produces exclusive complications according
to individual customer requirements. As an independent company, Soprod guarantees
the highest quality for all components used in movements.

SZ movements, Sinn Spezialuhren zu Frankfurt am Main
This is the name given to our movement modifications. These represent the sophisticated
engineering achievements that have already been put to use in various SZ movements
by our highly skilled master watchmakers. In order to increase clarity and readability,
we create new technical designs based on tried-and-tested movements such as
the Valjoux 7750. From development to series production, everything related to our
SZ movements is done exclusively in-house. The service spectrum comprises the concept,
design, protot ype construction and pre-production samples. Following extensive testing,
the SZ movements are put into series production. The result is high-quality calibres
characterised by impressive technical features. Detailed information on individual
SZ movements can be found at sinn.de/en.
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Technical specifications
Watch

Article no.

Catalogue

Caliber/movement winding Case material

page

Automatic (Aut)

Crystal

Case back

Hand (Hd)
103 St

103.031

33

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Acrylic

Solid

103 St DIAPAL

103.0616

32–33

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

103 St Sa

103.061

33

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

103 Ti TESTAF

103.079

31

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Grade 2 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

103 Ti UTC TESTAF

103.0791

30– 31

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Grade 2 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

103 Ti DIAPAL

103.078

33

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Grade 2 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

104 St Sa A

104.011

34– 35

SW220-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

104 St Sa I

104.010

35

SW220-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

140 St

140,020

36– 37

SZ01 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

140 St S

140.030

36– 37

SZ01 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

144 St DIAPAL

144.068

40–41

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal1)

Sapphire crystal1)

144 St Sa

144.066

41

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal1)

Sapphire crystal1)

240 St

240.010

42–43

SW220-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti A

243.014

115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti K

243.012

115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti M

243.013

115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti Mother-of-Pearl W

243.011

115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti S

243.010

115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 Ti Z S

243.020

114– 115

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 TW66 WG A

243.054

113

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 TW66 WG K

243.052

113

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 TW66 WG M

243.053

113

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 TW66 WG Mother-of-Pearl W 243.051

112–113

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

243 TW66 WG S

243.050

113

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

356 PILOT

356.020

45

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Acrylic

Solid

356 Sa PILOT

356.070

45

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

356 Sa PILOT II

356.072

44–45

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

358 DIAPAL

358.061

46–47

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

358 PILOT

358.010

47

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Acrylic

Solid

358 Sa PILOT

358.060

47

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

456 St GG Mother-of-Pearl W

456.025

117

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

456 TW12

456.027

117

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

456 TW70 GG

456.040

117

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

456 TW70 WG

456.030

116–117

ETA 2671 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

556 A

556.014

49

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

556 I

556.010

48–49

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

756

756.010

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

756 DIAPAL

756.030

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

757

757.010

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

BHC

All diving watches meet the technical requirements of diving watch standard DIN 8306.
Series T1, T2, U1, U2, U200, U212, U1000, UX, EZM 3 and EZM 13 are certified by DNV GL, to European diving device standards.
Series 103 Ti TESTAF, 857 UTC TESTAF, EZM 9 TESTAF and EZM 10 TESTAF are certified to the technical standard for pilot watches (TESTAF).
All watches are shock-resistant to DIN 8308 and anti-magnetic to DIN 8309.
All the watches meet the technical requirements as set out in standard DIN 8310 (exceptions: model 1910).
All watches feature a second stop function (exceptions: model 1910).
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Technical specifications
Band lug Crown features/

SINN technologies/special features

Upgrade and retrofit options

Pressure

Case

Thick-

Weight

resistance

diameter

ness

w/o strap width

(bar/m)

(mm)

(mm)

(grams)

20/200

ø 41

15.5

74

20

Screwable/–

20/200

ø 41

17

88

20

Screwable/screwable

20/200

ø 41

17

88

20

Screwable/screwable

20/200

ø 41

17

69

20

Screwable/–

20/200

ø 41

17

69

20

Screwable/–

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ,

20/200

ø 41

17

69

20

Screwable/–

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 41

11.5

73

20

Screwable/–

20/200

ø 41

11.5

73

20

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 44

15

118

22

D3-System/D3-System

,

10/100

ø 44

15

118

22

D3-System/D3-System

,

20/200

ø 41

14.5

90

20

Screwable/–

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 41

14.5

90

20

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 43

10.8

85

22

D3-System/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

20

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

24

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

24

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

24

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

24

14

–/–

10/100

22.5 × 29.5

9

24

14

–/–

10/100

ø 38.5

15.5

71

20

Screwable/–

Sapphire crystal glass, transparent back

10/100

ø 38.5

15

75

20

Screwable/–

Solid back

10/100

ø 38.5

15

75

20

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 42

15

86

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 42

16

86

22

Screwable/–

Sapphire crystal glass, transparent back

10/100

ø 42

15

86

22

Screwable/–

Solid back

20/200

ø 28

9

32

14

–/–

20/200

ø 28

9

32

14

–/–

20/200

ø 28

9

34

14

–/–

20/200

ø 28

9

34

14

–/–

20/200

ø 38.5

10

65

20

Screwable/–

20/200

ø 38.5

10

65

20

Screwable/–

20/200

ø 40

14

91

20

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

/ −45°C to +80°C

20/200

ø 40

14

91

20

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

15

111

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

/ −45°C to +80°C

push-piece features

(mm)
Sapphire crystal glass, transparent back
, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

Solid back
option, solid back

/ −45°C to +80°C,

, BHC
option

Solid back
, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

Solid back

= Dehumidifying Technology
= case with TEGIMENT Technology

2 TZ = second time zone

1)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on the inside

= Magnetic Field Protection up to 80.000 A/m

3 TZ = third time zone

2)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on both sides

= TESTAF certified

BHC = case with Black Hard Coating
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Technical specifications
Watch

Article no.

Catalogue

Caliber/movement winding Case material

page

Automatic (Aut)

Crystal

Case back

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

Hand (Hd)
757 DIAPAL

757.030

50–51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

757 S

757.020

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

757 S UTC

757.021

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

757 UTC

757.011

51

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

856

856.011

53

SW300-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

856 S

856.023

53

SW300-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

856 S UTC

856.020

53

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

856 UTC

856.010

52–53

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857

857.012

57

SW300-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857 S

857.021

57

SW300-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857 S UTC

857.020

57

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857 UTC

857.010

56–57

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857 UTC TESTAF

857.040

54– 55

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

857 UTC TESTAF LH Cargo

857.041

55

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

900 DIAPAL

900.013

58– 59

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

900 PILOT

900.011

59

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

900 PILOT S

900.020

59

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

901

901.010

60–61

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

902

902.010

61

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

903 St

903.040

63

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

903 St B E

903.045

62–63

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

903 St Silver

903.042

63

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

917

917.011

65

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

917 GR

917.010

64–65

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

956

956.010

65

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

956 Classic

956.012

65

Valjoux 7750 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal

2)

Sapphire crystal1)

1736 Classic

1736.010

97

ETA 2892-A2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

1746 Classic

1746.011

96–97

ETA 2892-A2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

1746 Porcelain

1746.010

97

ETA 2892-A2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

1910

1910.010

98–99

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

925 sterling silver

Mineral glass

Mineral glass

6000

6000.010

101

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6000 Rose Gold

6000.040

100–101

SW500 (Aut)

18 ct rose gold

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6030

6030.010

101

ETA 2094 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6033

6033.010

103

ETA 2892-A2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6036

6036.010

105

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6052

6052.010

104–105

SZ03 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6060

6060.010

105

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6068

6068.010

102-103

SW300-1 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

BHC

All diving watches meet the technical requirements of diving watch standard DIN 8306.
Series T1, T2, U1, U2, U200, U212, U1000, UX, EZM 3 and EZM 13 are certified by DNV GL, to European diving device standards.
Series 103 Ti TESTAF, 857 UTC TESTAF, EZM 9 TESTAF and EZM 10 TESTAF are certified to the technical standard for pilot watches (TESTAF).
All watches are shock-resistant to DIN 8308 and anti-magnetic to DIN 8309.
All the watches meet the technical requirements as set out in standard DIN 8310 (exceptions: model 1910).
All watches feature a second stop function (exceptions: model 1910).
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Technical specifications
Band lug Crown features/

SINN technologies/special features

Pressure

Case

Thick-

Weight

resistance

diameter

ness

w/o strap width

(bar/m)

(mm)

(mm)

(grams)

(mm)

20/200

ø 43

15

111

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

15

111

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

, BHC / −45°C to +80°C

20/200

ø 43

15

111

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

, BHC / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

15

111

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 40

11

70

20

Screwable/–

,

,

20/200

ø 40

11

70

20

Screwable/–

,

,

, BHC

20/200

ø 40

11

70

20

Screwable/–

,

,

, BHC / 2 TZ

20/200

ø 40

11

70

20

Screwable/–

,

,

/ 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

, BHC

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

, BHC / 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

/ 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ,

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ,

20/200

ø 44

15.5

103

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

20/200

ø 44

15.5

103

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

/ 2 TZ

20/200

ø 44

15.5

103

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

,

, BHC / 2 TZ

10/100

38.4 × 36.8

16.5

99

–/–

/ −40°C to +80°C

10/100

34.4 × 32.8

12

60

–/–

/ −40°C to +80°C

10/100

ø 41

14.5

88

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 41

14.5

88

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 41

14.5

88

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 44

15.5

98

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 44

15.5

98

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 41.5

15

92

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 41.5

15

92

22

Screwable/–

10/100

ø 36

9

52

19

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 42

9.5

62

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 42

9.5

61

22

D3-System/–

–

ø 53

15

135

–

–/–

10/100

ø 38.5

15.5

74

20

–/D3-System

/ 3 TZ

10/100

ø 38.5

16.5

95

20

–/D3-System

DIAPAL / 3 TZ

10/100

ø 34

11.2

47

18

–/–

/ 2 TZ

10/100

ø 34

10.3

40

18

–/–

/ 2 TZ

10/100

ø 34

10.8

41

18

–/–

/ 3 TZ

10/100

ø 41.5

14.5

83

22

D3-System/D3-System

/ Calendar week, month display

10/100

ø 38.5

12

57

20

–/–

/ 3 TZ

10/100

ø 38.5

12

57

20

–/–

/ 2 TZ

Upgrade and retrofit options

push-piece features

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

= Dehumidifying Technology
= case with TEGIMENT Technology

2 TZ = second time zone

1)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on the inside

= Magnetic Field Protection up to 80.000 A/m

3 TZ = third time zone

2)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on both sides

= TESTAF certified

BHC = case with Black Hard Coating
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Technical specifications
Watch

Article no.

Catalogue

Caliber/movement winding Case material

page

Automatic (Aut)

Crystal

Case back

Hand (Hd)
6090

6090.010

105

ETA 2892-A2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6099

6099.010

101

SW500 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal

2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6100 REGULATEUR Classic B

6100.010

107

SZ04 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6100 REGULATEUR Classic 4N

6100.011

107

SZ04 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6100 REGULATEUR Rose Gold

6100.021

106–107

SZ04 (Hd)

18 ct rose gold

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6100 REGULATEUR Technik

6100.015

107

SZ04 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6110 Classic B

6110.010

109

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6110 Classic 4N

6110.011

109

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6110 Rose Gold

6110.021

108–109

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

18 ct rose gold

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6110 Rose Gold S

6110.020

109

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

18 ct rose gold

Sapphire crystal

2)

Sapphire crystal1)

6110 Technik

6110.012

109

Unitas 6498-1 (Hd)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Sapphire crystal1)

Dashboard stopwatch

4.917

66–67

Hanhart 126 Flyback (Hd)

Grade 2 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

Dashboard watch

4.917

66–67

Unitas 6497-1 (Hd)

Grade 2 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 3

603.010

73

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 3F

703.010

72–73

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 7

857.030

75

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 7 S

857.050

74–75

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 9 TESTAF

949.010

78–79

SW200-1 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 10 TESTAF

950.011

70–71

SZ01 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

EZM 13

613.010

73

SZ02 (Aut)

Stainless steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

T1 (EZM 14)

1014.010

80– 81

SOP A10-2 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

T2 (EZM 15)

1015.010

81

SOP A10-2 (Aut)

Grade 5 titanium

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U1

1010.010

84–85

SW200-1 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U1 SDR

1010.040

85

SW200-1 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U2 (EZM 5)

1020.010

87

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U2 S (EZM 5)

1020.020

86–87

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U2 SDR (EZM 5)

1020.040

87

ETA 2893-2 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U200 (EZM 8)

1012.010

88–89

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U200 SDR (EZM 8)

1012.030

89

ETA 2824-2 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U212 S E

212.030

90–91

SW300-1 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U1000 (EZM 6)

1011.010

82–83

SZ02 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U1000 S (EZM 6)

1011.020

83

SZ02 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

U1000 SDR (EZM 6)

1011.030

83

SZ02 (Aut)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX (EZM 2B)

403.030

93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX GSG 9 (EZM 2B)

403.031

92–93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX S (EZM 2B)

403.060

93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX S GSG 9 (EZM 2B)

403.062

93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

BHC

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX SDR (EZM 2B)

403.050

93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

UX SDR GSG 9 (EZM 2B)

403.051

93

ETA 955.652 (quartz)

Submarine steel

Sapphire crystal2)

Solid

BHC

BHC

BHC
BHC

All diving watches meet the technical requirements of diving watch standard DIN 8306.
Series T1, T2, U1, U2, U200, U212, U1000, UX, EZM 3 and EZM 13 are certified by DNV GL, to European diving device standards.
Series 103 Ti TESTAF, 857 UTC TESTAF, EZM 9 TESTAF and EZM 10 TESTAF are certified to the technical standard for pilot watches (TESTAF).
All watches are shock-resistant to DIN 8308 and anti-magnetic to DIN 8309.
All the watches meet the technical requirements as set out in standard DIN 8310 (exceptions: model 1910).
All watches feature a second stop function (exceptions: model 1910).
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Technical specifications
Band lug Crown features/

SINN technologies/special features

Pressure

Case

Thick-

Weight

resistance

diameter

ness

w/o strap width

(bar/m)

(mm)

(mm)

(grams)

(mm)

10/100

ø 41.5

11

70

22

D3-System/–

/ 3 TZ, large date

10/100

ø 41.5

15

83

22

D3-System/D3-System

/ 3 TZ

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

99

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

99

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

99

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 44

10.6

80

22

D3-System/–

10/100

ø 58

25

183

–

–/–

10/100

ø 58

25

183

–

–/–

/ –20 °C to 60°C

50/500

ø 41

12.3

81

20

Screwable/–

,

20/200

ø 41

11.7

78

20

Screwable/–

,

/ −45°C to +80°C

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 43

12

90

22

Screwable/–

,

,

, BHC / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

20/200

ø 44

12

71

22

Screwable/–

,

/ −45°C to +80°C,

20/200

44 × 46.5

15

95

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

, DIAPAL / −45°C to +80°C,

50/500

ø 41

15

98

20

Screwable/D3-System

,

/ −45°C to +80°C

100/1000

ø 45

12.5

71

22

Screwable/–

, safety bezel / −45°C to +80°C

200/2000

ø 41

13.3

59

20

Screwable/–

, safety bezel / −45°C to +80°C

100/1000

ø 44

14.3

113

22

Screwable/–

100/1000

ø 44

14.3

113

22

Screwable/–

200/2000

ø 44

15.5

114

22

Screwable/–

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

200/2000

ø 44

15.5

114

22

Screwable/–

,

200/2000

ø 44

15.5

114

22

Screwable/–

/ −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

200/2000

ø 37

14.5

73

18

Screwable/–

/ -45°C to +80°C

200/2000

ø 37

14.5

73

18

Screwable/–

/ -45°C to +80°C

100/1000

ø 47

14.5

135

24

Screwable/–

,

, BHC /–

100/1000

ø 44

18

135

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

, safety bezel / −45°C to +80°C

100/1000

ø 44

18

135

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

, BHC, safety bezel / −45°C to +80°C

100/1000

ø 44

18

135

22

Screwable/D3-System

,

, safety bezel / −45°C to +80°C

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C

500/5000

ø 44

13.3

105

22

D3-System, screwable/–

HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C

Upgrade and retrofit options

push-piece features

/ –20 °C to 60°C
/ −45°C to +80°C

Transparent back

, BHC / −45°C to +80°C, 2 TZ

, BHC, HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C
, BHC, HYDRO / −20°C to +60°C

= Dehumidifying Technology
= case with TEGIMENT Technology

2 TZ = second time zone

1)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on the inside

= Magnetic Field Protection up to 80.000 A/m

3 TZ = third time zone

2)

Crystal with anti-reflective coating on both sides

= TESTAF certified

BHC = case with Black Hard Coating
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